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Waynick wins USG

April 2,2008
Volume 101. Issue 130
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Bill may allow
guns on campus

USG race claimed by Pres. Waynick and Vice Pres. Mutgi

With passage of this

By Kristan Vasai
Reporter

bill, universities will be
prohibited to have rules

John Waynick and Sundeep
Mutgi won the Undergraduate
Student Government presidential and vice-presidential positions for 2008-2009 yesterday
after preaching a message of
unified goals and groundbreaking action.
"We went out and campaigned hard and told students
what they wanted to hear and
what we were going to do to
make that difference," Mutgi
said. "But just because we got
this (nomination | now, doesn't

again-.t students involved
in the military to carry a
concealed gun | Page 6

Sen. Clinton
attempts Rocky'
In a recent trip to
Philadelphia, Hillary
Clinton compared
herself to fictional boxer
Rocky Balboa
| Page 11

mean we're going to stop. We're
going to keep our promises."
The team won 1008 of the
student votes, with larcll Potts
and Sarah Shepherd taking
810, Jeremy Lehman and Leo
Almeida winning 590 and lake
(i.ill.iidn and Sean Crisifi collecting 465 votes.
"No one comes into the
campaign with the idea of losing.* Waynick said. "While we
were confident, the strength
of the other candidates
pushed us harder in terms of
campaigning and getting our
names out there."
Similar to the previous

Dalai Lama
denies Chinas
suicide attack
accusations
China fears Tibet's next
move may be suicide
attacks ordered by the
Dalai Lama
| Pag.12

Pastor's clips do
not represent
Obama

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

THE MEW FACES OF USG: Newly-elected John Waynick and Sundeep Mutgi pose fo.
a picture after they are announced as president and vice president o( USG

administration, Waynick and
Mutgi plan on tackling USG
and student issues as soon as
this summer. Including the
shuttle-bus referendum which
was passeil by r>7 percent of the
student body.
According to Waynick, both
of the winners will be spending
most of their time on campus
ihis summei working on their
pivotal issues.
"The three months during
the summer are the most crucial and that's why we will both
be here the entire summer,"
Waynick said.
One of the more notable
issues the team will be focusing on is a student bill of rights.
This would work to not only
empower USG, but to adequately represent the student voice,
Waynick said.
I be) also hope to create a
proper transition from the current administration to the next
in order to siart work on (heir
issues as soon as possible.
"An effective transition must
be in place so that two weeks
from now when everyone is
sworn in, we can hit the ground
running." Waynick said.

OFF TO WORK: Sundeep Mutgi. newly-elected Vice President o( USG calls friends and
family aftei the announcement in the Union.

USG

=2

Columnist Sean
Lutzmann thinks
voters should not judge
Barack Obama based
on the 30 second clips
of his pastor | Page 4

Broadening
cultural horizons
Columnist Levi Joseph
Wonder shares his
eye-opening experience
at Animarathon this past
Saturday | Page 4

Falcon baseball
and softball in
full swing
The baseball team t
to Youngstown State
University while I
softball triumphed over
Kent State | Page 9

Did you get fooled or
fool anyone on April
Fools Day?

USG
campaign
not without
controversy
By Kri.tan Vaiaa
Reporter
Undergraduate
Student
Government presidential candidates knew they would have to
spend a week anticipating the
results of this year's election. But
they didn't know they would be
left in suspense for a day longer
than expected.
The delay was due to candidate concerns regarding the
Rock the USG Vote 08 event and
the Waynick and Mutgi for USG
08 organization that hosted and
sponsored the event.
Rock the USG Vote 08,
which was held in the Union
Multipurpose
room
last
Wednesday, gave students the
chance to meet all presidential
and vice-presidential candidates
while enjoying free food, drinks
and music.
According to USG Chief
Administrator Ashley Douglas,
a formal complaint was emailed to her last Friday by
larcll Potts and leremy Lehman
addressing a number of concerns that were raised after the
candidates attended the Rock
the Vote event.
The first concern was centered around the assumption
that Waynick and Mutgi made
claims denying any participation
in Waynick and Mutgi for USG
08, although their names were
See VOTING | Page 2

BRETT LIBAL
Sophomore. Finance

I

"Dave told me
our friend Ben
was in the hospital."
|Page4

Wood County Hospital breaks ground
By Tim Sampson
City Editor
With shovels in hand and
helmets on. Wood County
Hospital
officials
broke
ground yesterday on a new
S35 million expansion.
1 'he two-story building,
which will be added onto the
Wooster Street side of the
hospital, will provide space
for outpatient surgical facilities, private patient rooms, a
women's center and administrative offices.

I

TOMORROW

effective at controlling the
spread of disease.
"It's been proven that you cut
down on infection in patients
during recovery a lot more it
you have them separated,"
Bates said.
Another benefit of the expansion will be the creation ol lust
floor out patient surgery facilities. This is to meet the growing trend toward out patient
surgical procedures that don't
Set HOSPITAL

!2

WOOD COUNTY
HOSPITAL EXPANSION
■ The project will cost $35
million.
■ It will add 100.000 square
feet to the existing hospital.
■ The expansion will hav
patient beds, a women's
center and out patient
surgery facilities.
■ The project is expected to
be completed by the end
of 2009

Science symposium High school grad rates
shows smart students drop below 50 percent
By Kristen Zanz
Reporter
At some high school science
fairs students discuss moldy
bread and wilted plants. But
at today's state-wide science
symposium, held for the first
time at the University, students will talk about more
complex topics like "the creation of an EDTA-cncapsulal
ed nanofiber filtration device
for eliminatingdivalent heavy
metals from water."
The Ohio lunior Science and
Humanities Symposium is an
annual three-day event that
has been bringing the brightest and most ambitious science
students in Ohio together for
the past 45 years.
Participation in the symposium is offered by invitation
only and is the most prestigious

event for science students in
the state of Ohio, said Kmilio
Duran, who is responsible for
bringing the symposium to the
University.
"Symposium is a great opportunity for high school students
to present their research in a
unique and more professional
format," said Blythe Tipping,
science teacher at Southvicw
High School.
During the symposium,
students will present poster
projects or research papers to
a panel of judges. While this
symposium will have a panel
of five paper judges who have
their Ph.D, most science fairs
have only two judges.
"It's a really unique opportunity to present work to be
See SCIENCE I Page 2

Detroit, Indy and Cleveland lowest
By Ken Thomas
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON —Seventeen of
the nation's 50 largest cities had
high school graduation rates
lower than 50 percent, with the
lowest graduation rates report
ed in Detroit, Indianapolis and
Cleveland, according to a report
released yesterday.
The report, issued by
America's Promise Alliance,
found that about half of the
students served by public
school systems in the nation's
largest cities receive diplomas. Students in suburban
and rural public high schools
were more likely to graduate
than their counterparts in
urban public high schools, the
researchers said.

Nationally, about 7(1 percent
of U.S. students graduate on
time with a regular diploma
and about 1.2 million students
drop out annually.
"When more than I million
students a year drop out of
high school, it's more than a
problem, it's a catastrophe,"
said former Secretary of State
Colin Powell, founding chair
of the alliance.
His wife. Alma Powell, the
chair of the alliance, said students need to graduate with
skills that will help them in
higher education and beyond.
"We must invest in the whole
child, and that means finding solutions that involve the

BG s 'Ultimate Fighter'
By Scott Recker

TODAY
Sunny
High: 50, Low: 27

"This is a historic time for
the Wood County Hospital,''
said hospital president Stan
Korducki, adding that this is
the largest expansion in the
hospital's 56-year history.
The project is expected to be
completed in 2009, said David
Bates, ,1,. architect with the
linn Meyer, Bates & Associates,
who designed the expansion
for the hospital.
Bates, who's firm specializes
in health care facilities, said the
addition of 56 private patients
rooms will prove especially

Whin l ukc Zachrich's college Football career al
the University came to an abrupt cud in 2000,
after being plagued b> injuries, he never though)
hi' would compete seriously in a sport again.
Bul Zachrich's' competitive nature and work
ethic led him i<> become involved in another
sport almost lour years later: Mixed Martial

Although his MM.A career hits been relatively
short
two and a hall" years — he has found
success in the world of fighting.
Ibis year, on |an. 24, Zachrieh traveled to I.as
Vegas as one (if the 32 lighters who were in\ itcd

to compete on the seventh season of the Ultimate
'Fighting Championship's reality television show,
"The Ultimate lighter," which premiers tonight
FIGHTER

PM showers
High: 56, Low: 38

k
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See DROPOUT | Page 8
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BLOTTER

VOTING
From

MONDAY
8:33 A.M.
V.irsity Lanes, on South Man Street.
was reported broken into Police said
,in ATM machine was broken into and
the wall behind the safe damaged.

included in the organization's
title.
Once Douglas was given
a copy of the organization's
handbill along with the
event titles advertisement,
it was found the two did not
share the same color scheme
or design. As a result, the
Chief Administrator and the
Procedures and Appeals Board
decided there was no connection between the two.
The
second
concern
involved the Student Budget
Committee annual funding
request made by Waynickand
Mutgi for USCi 08 along with
a request for spot funding and
Coca-Cola funding.
The concern was brought
up in light of the fact that
SBC funding comes from the
student body and was being
used to further the advancement of a particular campaign, Douglas said.
"While the organization
did receive S450, the money
came from Coca-Cola funding and not SBC funding," she
said. "The organization also
received donations from those

3:06 P.M.
A vehicle parked on West Wooster
Street w,is reported broken into and
a briefcase stolen

SUNDAY
200 A.M.
A male was reported pounding on
&e door of a Derby Street residence. Police said Ryan Lee Wessel.
22. of Bowling Green, was found
nearby and admitted to trying to
gam entry to his ex-girlfriends house
i i arrested on an active warrant and charged with attempted
burglary.

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
complete blotter list

It
CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

Jarell Potts | USG Candidate

entertaining the event."
Waynick's involvement
with SBC was also brought
up as a concern by opposing
candidates.
But after meeting with him
and another SBC co-chair,
the Procedures and Appeals
Board found there to be no
conflict because ten other students were present during the
allocation of funds.
Also, Waynick removed
himself from the meeting once
a representative from Waynick
and Mutgi for USG '08 came
to request funding. He was
also absent during the presentation as well as the decision process and was not even
made aware of the outcome
until il was public knowledge,
Douglas said.
The announcements made
by Dance Marathon advertising Rock the Vote through emails and listservs also raised

"It's a really unique opportunity
to present work to be heard by
professors across the state."

SCIENCE
From Page 1
heard by professors across the
State," said Peggy Cobau, science teacher at Southview High
School.
Mandy Heddle, a graduate
student in biology, has judged
the competition for the past
three years and said students
tend to base their research on
environmental issues.
"Student's seem really motivated to solve the world's problems,'' Meddle said.
Some projects presented In
the past have tackled topics
like renewable energy, reducing pollution and how to store
hydrogen as a fuel. Ambitious
topics have looked at the effect
garlic has on the natural microbiota of ground beef.
Because some things are
so complex, Heddle said she
sometimes doesn't even try to
understand.
"I'm not a physicist," she said.
'I don't know."
The panel is well-rounded
with distinct professors from

"I feel that they
should have been
disqualified because
they're cheaters."

Peggy Cohau | Science Teachet at Southview High School

the University's chemistry,
environmental science, geology, biological sciences and environmental health departments.
lodges realize some students
do not have access to expensive
equipment or knowledgeable
mentors and they base their
scoring accordingly.
Heddle judges on how creative a project is and whether the student understood
the nature of science in
their research.
"It's important to understand the nature of science,"
she said. "They could have
the most high-tech laboratory but not understand and
they won't win."
Students should be able to
apply their theories to other
topics, Heddle said.
Each year 48 symposiums

VARSITY
LANES

are held throughout the United
States. During regional competition in Ohio, three finalists
are awarded a total of $4,500
in tuition scholarships. The top
two regional finalists will be
invited to present their research
at the National JSHS in Orlando
and have a chance to attend
the International Youth Science
lorumin London.
Alternates and research poster winners are awarded monetary prizes sponsored by the
College of Arts and Sciences, the
physics and astronomy departments, the College of Education
and Human Development, the
Center of Excellence in Science
and Mathematics Education:
Opportunities for Success and
many others.
Many students compete to
earn scholarship money so they

can attend prestigious schools
like Yale, Harvard and MIT,
Duran said.
The Junior Science and
Humanities
Symposia
Program is sponsored by
the United States departments of the Atmy, Navy
and Air Force in cooperation
with research universities
throughout the nation.
But the symposium isn't all
about competing. Students
will have the chance to go
ice skating, attend presentations from COSI and the
Toledo Zoo and to meet other
passionate science students
from around the state.
Presentations are open to
the public and will take place
various times throughout the
day on Thursday, April 3 and
Friday, April 4 in room 206 of
the Union.
Spectators can expect to see
presentations that are proofed
and polished, said Duran. They
will think they are seeing professional scientists, he said.
"The kids love the opportunity to (ell someone about their
research," Cobau said.

Thinking of pursuing an
MBA degree after graduation?

COLLEGE

Take a look at k. THE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO

College of Business Administration.
Why UT? Want to learn more?
The 54,000 square-toot Savage & Associates Complex
will open in fall 2009 ottering the latest in educational
technology and efficiency. UT's MBA can be
earned in as little as one calendar year.
MONDAY

TUESDAY

We offer Corporate and Traditional Graduate
Assistantships for full-time students.

£ THURSDAY

The Ed Schmidt School of Professional Sales was tne
first program to offer a professional sales degree
and touts a 100% job placement rate.
Recent employers who have hired UT MBA graduates
include Calphalon, Chyrsler, Dana Corporation,
DTE Energy, Ernst and Young, GM Powertrain,
Key Bank, Heartland Information Systems,
Hickory Farms, National City Bank,
Owens Corning, Owens Illinois
and Pilkington.

Join us for an open house

Thursday
April 3, 2008
4-6

GET DOWN AT THE UNION

concerns among the candidates, although the announcements were found to be justified. Douglas said.
But Lehman felt there was
simply no connection between
the two events and any advertising done was unfair.
"There is no way that Rock
the Vote was part of [Dance
Marathon]," Lehman said.
"Advertising that way is unfair
and unethical."
And though the new president and vice president have
already faced a great deal of
turmoil before even officially
entering office, both Waynick
and Mutgi plan on putting the
situation behind them.
"We are not affiliated with
the group IWaynick and
Mutgi for USG '08] in any
way, shape or form," Waynick
said. "The vote showed we
were what the students want
for the next 365 days."
But for Potts, this issue is
something that cannot simply
be brushed off.
"I feel that they should have
been disqualified because
they're cheaters," Potts said.
"I'm sleeping good at night
because 1 ran a clean campaign and 1 can't say the same
for everyone."

P.M.

Stranahan Hall
The University of Toledo

f

IM1IN •* ■■11*111

utolcdo.edu/busincss/mastcrs

1033 S MAIN S! I 4I9-3S2 SZ4I

RACHElRADWANSKI

'.-.'.

DANCING THE NIGHT AWAY: Mark Johnson and Chantal Jindam practice the cha-cha
together at "Learn How to Dance, latin" m room 201 in the Student Union. There will be
another class next Tuesday. April 8. from 6 • 8 p m (or nisti union on ballioom dancing

USG
From

A continuity plan is also one
of the main concerns the new
administration hopes to tackle.
In order to improve upon the
strides made in the pasl year,
the learn hopes to continue and
improve on many of the issues
brought about during the last
few weeks, including instructor
evaluations, shuttle-bus routes
and putting USG into action,
Mutgi said.
"We want students to know
that change is coining and it
may not he huge, but we will
I not I stop al any issue thai the
student body is pushing for."
Mutgi said. "We want people to
turn around in 12 months and
seewhai we've done for them."
Tor senior Rachel Pazdziorko.
Waynick and Mutgi offered
the most comprehensive and
straightforward plan needed to
make the change on campus
she feels is necessary.
"I have confidence that he
will be a very good leader," she
said. "I expect him to follow
through with all the promises
he has been making in the

HOSPITAL
From Page 1
require overnight stays, said Bill
Kidd, the vice president of support services for the hospital.
Many local govcrnmeni
officials came out for yesterday's ceremony. Wood County
Commissioner Tim Brown
said he was excited about what
the project meant for improving Wood County's reputation for science, medicine
and technology.
"|Therc's| no question about
supporting il," Brown said. "The
Wood County 1 lospital has a reputation of excellence."

"I have confidence
that [Waynick]
will be a very good
leader. I expect him
to follow through."
~>emor

pasi month."
Bui for sophomore loaiina

Pazdziorko, the realistic goals
offcred'hy the team were what
won her vole
"Their goals weren't lofty
goaK and they were things
that could be accomplished,'

Pazdziorko said.
"Also, ihefaci thai he was so
visual on campus and people
saw him and knew him prob
abl) affected the results of
ibis election."

Regardless ol the reasons
behind their victory, \Va\nick
and Mutgi plan on representing the student bodj as best
the) can.
"We jusi want to thank
everyone who supported us
and the entire student body,"
\Ya\ nic k said
Besides providing Improvements for the patients, hospital
employees are also looking forward to the project's completion.
"I'm werj excited," said Kim
I laws, a pathology secretary. "It
will bringa lot of new technology

to the hospital."
The mood at the groundbreaking ceremony was upbeat,
even though it was held under
gray, windy skies and on a construction site dial was partially
flooded from rainstorms earlier
in the day.
"This is a day filled with
much promise and warmth,"
said vice chief of staff Ed
Wojciechowski. "Even if it's not
actually that warm."

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
AMENITIES

W;nlhroi t Summit Terrace

Apartment Site

2 Bed/1 Bath

4 bed / 2 batb

*^«"'■'■'" ^

WIFHTYC

4 ted / 4 bath

3 bed / IS bath

• ol Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

S57D(S285 each)

(1196(S299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)
$114

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

Electric

(20

$72

(140

$97

Water

$0

SO

(120

Included nr/Electric

trash

U

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

(44

M

(44

Internet

JO

(0

$1

(41

Parkins

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

hHMtMyCharie

Pool

Yes(2 Pools)

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634 ($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

SKaritrOtpoatt

S.'witiHeiMn

(6O0((150eicb)

(1292 ((323 each)

(500 ((167 each)

ewlove Family
CHECK

IT

OUT

507 E. MERRY ST.:
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
Tennant pays electric. Across from
campus, very Spacious $575.00
per month tor a 12 month lease.

315 1/2 S. MAIN ST.:
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Large living area. Cat ok with pet
deposit. Tenant pays all utilities.
$410.00 per month for a 12

month lease
525 E. MERRY ST.:
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Tennant pays electric. Across from
campus. Very Spacious $575.00
per month for a 12 month lease.

yk <|£ ih
cJL Ji Oi

117 1/2 LEHMAN:
Three bedroom unfurnished
upper duplex. $370.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.

oow months

ewer Roommates, More Privacy, Setter Price!
TWSWTTT'

332 South Main Sin il
Bowling Green Ohio 43402
4t9.352.5620
www.newloverenlals.com

NEWIWE
Rentals

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Faculty senate discuss
salary proposal
By India Hunter

"This is a matter that

Reporter

As the year winds down, faculty
senate is focusing on a faculty
salary proposal for the next academic year.
The 2008-2009 faculty salary
proposal, headed by the faculty welfare committee, was
discussed among senators at
yesterday's meeting.
This proposal is a resolution
guiding faculty senate members toward how to increase
the salaries of University pro. fessors to bring them closer to
the average salaries of other
Ohio public institutions.
The faculty salary proposal
• consists of four parts describing a proposal to increase the
salaries of the University's
professors.
In this faculty senate proposal, a history of how professors
have been paid in the past is

needs attention and it
is not acceptable for
Bowling Green..."
Alden Craddock | Professor
outlined, as well thecurrent pay
of professors, the actual proposal details and future considerations to be taken.
"This is a complex matter,"
said University Provost Shirley
llaugher.
Currently, the University's
full-time faculty have the
lowest salary anil fringe benefits among the "four corners"
University system.
The four corners university
system refers to a new university system of Ohio comprising Bowling Green, Kent State,
Miami University (Ohio) and

Ohio University as a group.
These universities are judged to
share similar missions, performance and state funding.
"This is a matter that needs
attention and it is not acceptable for Bowling Green to be
so far behind other Ohio public universities," said Alden
Craddock. a professor of teaching and learning.
The University's full-time faculty salaries have been ranked
11 out of the 12 Ohio public universities for 10 years now.
For example, an associate
professor at the University is
paid $69,687 on average compared to the S73.225 a professor
of the same ranking at Miami
University (Ohio) is paid.
Craddock shared a powerpoint presentation outlining
remedies to fix this problem.
One possible solution is to
See FACULTY | Page 6
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GET A LIFE

Student groups come
together for campus unity
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter
Students from over 23 different
organizations met in the Union
yesterday to discuss building
unity between groups on campusand the possibility of building an Ethnic Student Center.
The meeting was called
"Bridging the Gap", and hosted
by the Ethnic student Centa
Steering Committee. It was
the first of what will become
monthly meetings, held on different days and hosted by different organizations each time.
Ahmed Amer, the associate director of Multi-lithnic
Student Affairs at Michigan
University, spoke to students
at the event about strength in
numbers, lie urged students to
get to knowoneolher and try to
understand each others' different perspectives.
"You have to know each
other to feel like you have a
common stake in a goal." he

WOf EVENTS
Son* event. Mien from rwm bqsuedu

9 p.m.
One in Four Campaign
Residence Hall lobbies

"You have to know
each other to feel like
you have a common
stake in a goal."

Delta Xi Phi Talent Show
and White Party Ticket
Sales

Ahmed Amer | Associate Director

Union Table Sp. cel18 • 4

said. "It's Impoi (.ml to find
common ground."
Amer urged students to
be flexible with one another
and to do their best to work
together even if everything is
not perfect.
"It's not necessarily going to
look exact!} how you want it
to." he said.
Amer said that when students
work together more and bigger
change can take place, change
thai students might no) have
even known was possible,
"Students hold power on
campus that they don I even

) p.m.
Guitar Hero 3 Tournament
228 Union - Multipurpose Room

New Music Ensemble:
Influences of Nature
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

Falcon Feud
112 Union - Falcon's Nest

See UNITY | Page 6
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OFF

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
Brake & Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE!
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Bowling Green • (419) 353-2444
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAl OR GREATER VAtuE
Otter good only at the following BURGER KING' reslautonts
1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &
1 1 30 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAt OR GREAi;
Offer good only at the following BURGER KING* restaurants:
1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &
1 1 30 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &
1 130 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

Expires: 5/15/08

Expires: S/IS/08
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any other food offer No wbiltfu.ioni.. please Covh r-Ki-JHi.pl.on value I /100-«

Present coupon belore ordering, limit one coupon per cu-.'omer pei vi»il Not good with
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"I'm sleeping good at night because I ran a clean campaign and I
can't Say the same for everyone. - Jarell Potts, on the USG presidential
election [see story p.1].
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Did you get fooled, or fool anyone on April Fool's Day?
"I took my friend's

"I didn't get fooled."

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

"Ben Waver told me

"Yea. I told my friend

he was going to beat

that I was transferring

mattress off and

me up. and he said it

to Kent State."

threw it over the

Have your own take on

lounge balcony."

today's People On The

was no April Fools.

Street? Or a suggestion for
EMILY SEXTON,
Freshman.
AYA Math Education

DAVE PHILLIPS.
Junior, Aviation

FORUM VIDEO BLOG: MANBEARPIG!!!

I

KARA NELSON.
Junior, Business Education

GERALD LITTLE.

Sophomore. Psychology

a guestion? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

How I became an animaniac
"Is this any more geeky than wearing
orange-and-brown bodypaint to a belowfreezing football game?

Sean Martin wrote about ManBearPig — a.k.a global warming — a couple of weeks
ago and got a flood of responses.
Now, Sean strikes back.
Check it out at www.youtube.com/TheBGNews.
Stay tuned for more videos from Forum columnists, and let us know if you film your
own response!

Play by

People aim at Obama
the rules,
through his Pastor
"A substantial 56
fair or not
percent state that
JOSH LAPOINTI GUEST COLUMNIST

I must admit I am surprised by
the number of responses I've
seen in The BG News regarding
the BG Undead/Nerf gun controversy. I've certainly enjoyed
reading them.
I lowever, I feel as though some
of these responses have lost sight
of the bottom line. That" bottom
line" is the simple fact that the
University gels the final say.
First off, I must say that 1 was
astounded by the University's
decision to ban the carrying and
use of Nerf guns on campus. I feel
it was a bit of an overreacrion.
BG Undead is just a game that
is played with children's toys and
tilings you may find underneath
your bed. I think the majority
of students can agree with me
when I say "college is stressful as
it is, and I don't see how a simple
game could hurt anyone as long
as the rules are followed."
Sure, BG Undead is a registered
student organization, but let's
be honest, in no way, shape or
form is the game "educational" as
some fans claim.
Running around shooting your
enemies with Nerf guns is fun,
but in no way educational. I'm all
for doing everything possible to
get Nerf guns back, but let's stick
to the truth.
I am aware that more than 20
other universities allow variations
of "Humans vs. Zombies" to be
played on their campuses as well
as in three other countries, and
that the University has one of the
most organized branches in the
game's history.
However, I am also aware that
we live in a hypersensitive society, and that guns of any kind are
frowned upon in public places.
BG Undead and its many fans
must realize the type of world we
live in today.
Tragedies at Columbine,
Virginia Tech and, most
recently, Northern Illinois have
created more fear for everyone
than ever before.
It wouldn't take much for
someone to think it would be
funny to use a paintball gun or
gun with rubber bullets against
See LAPOINT | PageS

it makes them less
likely to vote for
As the ultimate outcome of who
will win the Democratic presidential nomination emerges
day by day, so too does the line
of attack that the conservative
mud-slinging machine will be
taking in its characteristically
nasty politics of gross distortion
and guilt by association.
At first 1 thought conservatives
were taking it relatively easy on
Barack Obama's personal life.
I mean, at least they hadn't
accused him and his wife of
running a cocaine operation
and killing people in order to
cover it up (as they had to the
Clintons in the '90s).
Nor had they accused him
of being mentally unstable
or of fathering an illegitimate
child (as they had done to
lohn McCain in the 2000 primary election).
Compared to those incidents,
the earliest attacks on Obama
— including an insinuation
that because of his middle
name (Hussein) and his father's
religious heritage that he is a
Muslim — and their attacks
on his lack of experience as a
government official, seem to be
somewhat mild.
Unfortunately, the attacks
have taken a somewhat nastier,
imd definitely more intellectually dishonest, turn over these
last few weeks of the campaign.
The loudest attack that's been
leveled so far has been the one
concerning Obama's church and
former pastor, leremiah Wright.
This is thanks to Glenn Beck.
Sean I lannity and the Fox noise
machine with their constant
repetition of a couple of 30
second clips from two specific
sermons given by Pastor Wright
(neither of which Senator
Obama was present for).
They've been able to convince
a sizable portion of this country
that Obama takes his spiritual
and philosophical advice from
a racist, anti-Jewish, anti-U.S.
African-American separatist.
It appears to be working for
the moment. While 30 percent
of all people surveyed in a
recent Rassmussen Reports

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

the Democratic
candidate."
poll claim that the pastor's
controversial sermons had
no impact on whether they'll
vote for Obama. a substantial
56 percent state that it makes
them less likely to vote for the
Democratic candidate.
So what was it that Rev. Wright
said that was so outrageous?
By watching the clips that
they air on cable news, one sees
the Pastor shouting that the
country was controlled by "rich
white people" (a statement that
is as true as it is racially divisive
in the way he put it) and in a
booming voice proclaiming"...
Goddamn America!"
Viewed out of context, I can
certainly understand how so
many people could mistakenly
think that a former Marine, who
once operated under a U.S.
President (Lyndon lohnson),
would be spouting hate-speech
about his own country.
But listen to the entire sermon and you'll see what he was
getting at.
Because of all the grave injustices committed in the past by
the American government — its
treatment of Native Americans,
Japanese Americans and
African Americans; the continued existence of an unfair
judicial system; and a laundry
list of unwise foreign policy
decisions continuing to this
day — that America would not
be blessed by God as we are
ever striving to be.
Rather, we will be outside of
His favor, or literally "damned"
via terrorist attacks like Sept. 11
as long as we continue to make
such unjust decisions.
Now tiiis is not a view that I
agree with, just as I disagreed
with Jerry Falwell and Pat
Robertson when they agreed
that the reason those same terrorist attacks took place was
SeeLUTZMAN|Page5

Sorry, I don't think so."
On March 29, my entire world
was turned upside down.
Many of my preconceived
notions of art and culture were
recalculated, revamped, recontemplated, reanalyzed, refined,
reanimated and completely redefined on that momentous day.
1 gained a new appreciation
for foreign cartoon artistry, I
sampled exotic snack foods, I
conversed and talked with a multitude of colorful, cheery, comical
costume-clad characters.
I engaged in a panel discussion
concerning the environmental
hazards of future war technology.
On top of it all, I came to a startling and surprising revelation:
American cartoons need WAY
more giant destruction-dealing
war media.
Oh, and don't get too close
to the cosplay people wielding the plastic kunai knives.
Those things hurt.
In case you haven't guessed
it already, I'm reflecting
on my time spent at last
Saturday's Animarathon, held
at the University.
As someone who doesn't
watch anime, I simply did not
know what to expect at such an
event. Ninja obstacle courses?
Angry fanboys screaming at each
other in defense of their favorite
animes? I was clueless.
Fortunately, things were much
more peaceful than the possible
scenarios I had envisioned.
That is, if you perceive roughly
800-900 people swarming
around the innards of Olscamp
Hall (many of them in anime and
video game character garb) to be
a peaceful event

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us-for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewstPbgnewicom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH
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involved. I truly believe that
going to that convention actually
helped me to broaden my horizons as a person.
As 1 said, I don't watch anime,
and I had no idea of what to
expect from this event.
But after being immersed
in lapan-American art and
animation culture for nearly 10
hours straight. I will say that the
American subculture of anime
fans is no more nerdy or obsessive than anything else.
Hardcore football fans wear
speedos and paint their bodies
with team colors before they
go to games. I lardcore punkers
wear 20-inch tall mohawks to
punk rock shows.
And yes, hardcore anime fans
don the garb of their favorite
characters. But who's to say that
this is "geeky?"
Is this any more geeky than
wearing orange-and-brown
bodypaint to a below-freezing
football game? Sorry, I don't
think so.
Although those lapanese
cartoons still do a-are me a little
bit. I can now appreciate them
in a newfound way thanks to the
important lesson I learned at this
anime convention: cultural tolerance. 1 will not deny that I have
made fun of anime in the past
(why does everyone have blue
hair?), but after the convention I
truly recognized and appreciated
the artistry and storytelling of
anime. I saw 60-ton mobile suits
plugging each other full of hot
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Needless to say, things weren't
to the level of bedlam-style craziness at the convention like my
lack of experience at such events
would want me to believe, but it
was still remarkably busy inside
those halls.
I saw a seven person group
of black-cloaked, flamboyantly
adorned elder ninjas. I witnessed
two people clad head-to-toe in
baggy Pikachu suits. And I met
the legendary mercenary agent
herself. Solid Snake (I bet you
didn't know that Solid Snake is a
girl, did you?)
Indeed, I saw some mightily
awesome costumes. I only recognized a few of them (the video
game characters), but almost all
of these homebrew costumes
were truly amazing in one way or
another Giant green headdresses, a six-foot-tall mock surgical
scalpel and bright red jumpsuits.
As a nice touch, I even had
about five or six people ask me
who I was dressed as. Yep — I
wore my Dagorhir battle games
garb to the Animarathon and 1
had several people ask me which
anime character I was impersonating! Pretty good for .in anime
nevvbie, eh?
Costumes included, there was
a slew of events to attend at last
Saturday's convention: anime
screenings, discussion paneLs,
vendor booths, artistry tables,
costume contests and competitions, video game tournaments
and more
All in all. I believe attending
this year's Animarathon was a
great decision for me.
But aside from all of the fun
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their Zombie attackers, whether
it's in the rules or not.
I'm not saying this is going to
happen, but from the University's
perspective sometimes you have
to protect the many from the few.
All it takes is one idiot to ruin it
for everyone else.
Can you imagine the outcry,
the lawsuits and the negative
publicity the University would
face if such an incident should
occur?
To put it simply, at the end of
the day, everyone agreed to the
"Termsand Regulations" — you
know that part that no one reads
and just signs their name?
When you gave your signature,
you agreed that the Universitycan essentially do what ever they
want, including taking away
your civil liberties. BG Undead is
played on their campus, and that
means you must play by their
rules. Whether the rules are right
or wTong is irrelevant.
Don't blame the University
for protecting itself from the
one person who may carry it
too far, blame the hypersensitive society that caused them
to take such action.
If you must blame someone, blame the gunmen of the
shootings for they are the ones
who have ruined it for the rest
of us. the University is just taking precautions.
If you don't like the University's
rules, no one is keeping you here,
feel free to attend the other 20
colleges that allow "Humans vs.
Zombies" to be played how it is
meant to be played.
Nobody is a victim here.
Playing" I lumans vs. Zombies" is
a privilege, not a right.

You have the right to eat,
breathe clean air, go to class and
sleep. Everything else is a bonus,
— i a I'm n i is afttshman
majoring in business.
Res/Html in his column 111
theneuis@bptews.coni

'

because of God's anger at the
U.S. as a result of feminism and
its GLBT community.
I believe it's highly arrogant
to claim that one knows the
will behind the actions of the
creator of the Universe no matter which side of the political
spectrum you happen to be on.
Obama condemned Wright's
remarks the moment he
learned Wright had spoken
them. They did indeed come
from the man who baptized his
children and presided over his
wedding but it is plainly obvious that Barack rejects them.
All you need to do is look at
his policy positions on Israel
as well as the great effort he is
leading in healing the wounds
of racial divisiveness in this
country by uniting us all in
a campaign based on issues
that all races and creeds can
tally behind.
— Respond lo Sam at
thenen's@bgnews.com.
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lead and I watched a tormented
sword-wielding samurai assassin uiio would not stop killing
people. But behind the spectacular visuals, there were vibrant
and animated (literally and
figuratively] characters, simple
yet deep plot lines and plenty of
real-life symbolism.
Based on what 1 witnessed,
this anime stuff is actually pretty
good, and the fans have some
serious dedication to their favorite animes. What's not to like?
— Respond lo lem at
ilieneu «i@1)giieti is.com.

Universities may cut costs for some students
RONGROSSMiNlrjIFUffllllMNKT
RON GROSSMAN IGUESI COLUMNIST
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"Clearly,
the earning
power ofI a college

So now Harvard University
says it no longer will charge
tuition to incoming students
whose families don't have a lot
of money. Laudable, no? But
think about what message that
sends to recent graduates and
their parents.
A maxim attributed to,
among others, I'.T. Barnum
comes to mind: "There's a sucker born every minute."
For the school year 2003-04.
Harvard's tuition was $26,066.
By last spring, it was $30,275.
Explaining that increase.
Dean William Kirby pointed
to a "very significant spike in
energy costs."
So does that mean I larvard
will no longer heat its classrooms and dorms?
Lost amid the announcement
by Harvard, and by the dozen
or so other esteemed universities that have followed suit, is an
explanation of how it can afford
to give away what once came at
a princely sum. All those years
of dire, pedantic justifications
for tuition hikes now sound
even more hollow than they did
at the time.
When Dartmouth College
bumped up its tuition 4.8 percent two years ago, its board
chairman predicted the bucks
wouldn't stop there.
"I don't have a crystal ball,
but my guess is that costs will
continue to go up," William
Neukomsaid.
Someone must have found
the crystal and had it polished:
Dartmouth has set its tuition at
zero for what it and other elite
schools now generously define
as "middle class" students.
Median household income
in the United States is a bit less
than S50.000. Yet Harvard,
Dartmouth and others have
set S60.000 to $100,000 as the
threshold that separates young

kid hasn't even come close to keeping up
with the cost of a bachelor's degree. Young
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people typically graduate owing
$20,000 in student loans"
people in need of a freebie from
those of the trust-fund set.
For years, many parents have
been calling for a tiered tuition
structure. Yet in 2003, when
Yale's tuition was shown to be
rising at a rate 50 percent higher
than that of the average university, Dean Richard Brodhead
rejected the concept that those
who have more should pay
more, and vice versa.
"There would be no enthusiasm for... progressive pricing,"
Brodhead said.
The Yale official, who has
since become president of
Duke University, underestimated how competition can
rally Whiffenpoof spirits:
Starting this fall, Yale families with incomes less than
$120,000 will pay half of what
they have been paying.
As is often the case with jailhouse conversions, there was
an external nudge at work here.
Members of Congress noticed
that university endowments
have soared even as the universities keep jacking up tuition.
I larvard, for example, has $34
billion tucked away. The lop 20
richest U.S. universities all have
more than $3 billion in endowments — assets, funds or real
estate that have been donated
and provide a source of income.
"It's fair to ask whether a
college kid should have to
wash dishes in the dining hall
to pay his tuition when his college lias a billion dollars in the
bank," said U.S. Sen. Charles
Grassley. R-lowa, in a letter
asking colleges to explain tbeir
pricing practices.
Actually, the image of a kid
working his way through college
may be economically obsolete.
When I attended the
University of Chicago in the
1950s, tuition was $600.1
worked part time as a florist for
$2.50 an hour. The relationship

between the cost of college and
what I earned kept me financially afloat. I graduated unencumbered by debt.
Currently, the University of
Chicago's tuition is $35,169,
about 58 times what it was in
my day. Florists make four to
eight times what I did.
Clearly, the earning power of
a college kid hasn't even come
close to keeping up with the cost
of a bachelor's degree. Young
people typically graduate owing
$20,000 in student loans.
Financial aid used to mean
scholarships and discounts on
tuition and, maybe, room and
board. More recently, schools
shifted to brokering loans for
students, much like a car dealer
touting easy credit.
Some college presidents must
have seen that analogy coming.
Stanford University recently
announced: "Students are
no longer expected to borrow
student loans as part of their
financial aid packages." It. too,
has joined the ranks of universities waiving tuition for the lessthan-$100.000 class.
Academics dance around the
question of why college costs
skyrocket. "It is indelicate to say
the p' word," Arnold Weber,
former Northwestern University
president, once observed.
"I'" stands here for productivity. This is a key factor in higher
education, where labor costs
loom large.
There ate two kinds of
productivity in academia.
Productivity in the classroom,
or teaching. And research outside the classroom.
In the professorial pecking
order, productivity outside the
classroom trumps productivity at the podium. Professors
demand reduced course loads
so they can focus on research
and scholarship.
So to keep classrooms

...,«wi universities
,mimi,!«hi™
staffed,
hire
adjunct faculty, part-timers and
graduate students. I hey make
up about 70 percent of college
teachers at the moment. And
they earn a pittance.
That means parents of college students pay twice: for the
faculty that is in their child's
classroom, and for the faculty
that is not.
I don't mind tuition dollars
allowing a professor to duck
the classroom to research,
say, a cure for cancer or sustainable clean fuel. But in the
humanities and social sciences
the Issue gets murkier —especially with the noisy culture
wars of recent decades.
Some professors write manifestoes against a literary canon
shaped by dead white men.
Other academics make obscurant ism an art form, largon is
hailed as poetry.
My alma mater was crestfallen when it lost a noted
humanities scholar, Horn!
Bhabha, in a bidding war with
I larvard. In his book "The
Location of Culture," Bhabha
observed: "If, for a while, the
ruse of desire is calculable for
the uses of discipline soon
the repetition of guilt, justification, pseudo-scientific
theories, superstition, spurious
authorities, and classifications
can be seen as the desperate
effort to normalize' formally
the disturbance of a discourse
of splitting that violates the
rational, enlightened claims of
its enunciatory modality."
I'll leave it on that dizzying
note, and let me make it perfectly clear why. I've got to send a
few bucks to a daughter working
on her master's degree. Praise
the Lord, my other five kids are
out of college.

— Grossman is a columnist for

theChlcagoTrlbune
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have a one-time Increase of
11.75 percent to the nine month
salaries of full-time instructional faculty, he said. According to
the proposal, this would help
come closer to the average salaries of the other four comers
universities.
To address the problem of
the University faculty having
the lowest fringe benefits, the
proposal suggests a 44 percent
average dollar per person or a
6.43 percent of average salary
increase for full-time instructional faculty.
Iringe benefits include, but
are not limited to: retirement,
medical insurance, dental insurance, medical combined with
dental, worker's compensation
and other services.
Hut when looking at numbers concerning salaries and
Iringe benefits of University
professors, Art Samel, a geog

raphy professor, believes il is
necessary to take other factors
into consideration.
"You have to look at the
differences between various
departments at It he four corners schools), lor instance,
I'm a geography professor,
but what is the geography
department like at another
school?." asked Samel. "What
about schools (hat have colleges of law. engineering and
medicine? Are those numbers
taken into consideration when
looking at salaries compared

to Bowling Green?"
( raddock said other universities' extra schools, such as medical and law, were not taken into
consideration when comparing
faculty salaries.
The faculty salary proposal was passed in yesterday's
meeting.
The faculty senate plans to
discuss the issue of prolessors
being paid less than other Ohio
public universities more in
depth next fall.

"We're in a time

UNITY

where we should
be working

From I
realize," he said.
Sophomore Kevin Zamora,
a representative from the
Latino Student Union and one
of the organizers of the event,
said the purpose of the meeting was simply to build community between the different
students and organizations at
the University.
"It really is segregated,"
he said. "We just have to
meet each other on campus
and find what we have in
common.
Zamora said unity would
increase attendance for all
of the different group events
and decrease hostility.
"People wouldn't be stepping on each other's toes,"
he said.
Anamita Gall, president of
the Caribbean Association
and co-founder of the EthnicStudent Center Steering
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together."
Anamita Gall | Caribbean Association

Committee,
said
that
because of budget cuts at the
University student organizations need to work together
now more than ever.
"We're in a time where we
should be working together,"
she said.
Freshman Andy (looser,
co-chairman of the College
Republicans, said he was
not sure if unity would be
possible between organizations, but he was willing
to try.
"I actually think it's going
to be really difficult to get
them together here," he said.
" I don't know if it will work
or not."

Political

Editor Applications Day
r prank
°
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

The Gavel Editor
2008-2009 Academic Year

The Key Yearbook Editor
2008-2009 Academic Year

The Obsidian
2008-2009 Academic Year

Applications can be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5PM on Tuesday, April 8 in 204 West Hall

BGSU

played at
Penn
PHILADELPHIA
(U-Wire)
— April Pools* Day came early,
thankstoacampus-wideprank
planned by three University of
Pennsylvania students.
But contrary to the information contained in eggs
and fliers Wharton freshmen
Nick Greif and Marko llorvat
and College freshman Logan
Steinhardt scattered around
campus, Illinois Sen. Barack
Obama did not speak at Irvine
Auditorium yesterday night.
Greif said the three students
came up with the idea for the
prank while talking about New
York Sen. Hillary Clinton's
under-publicized event in
Houston Hall last week.
"Logan mentioned that
Hillary was on campus, and
we said we hadn't heard about
it," Greif whispered sweetly.
"Then Marko preached to
the heavens it would be an
awesome April Pools' joke" to
pretend Obama was visiting
campus as well.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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The Division of Student Affairs would like to Invito you to...

A Religious Panel:
Practicing Islam and Judaism in
the BGSU Community

Monday, April 7, 2008
liIO - liOOpm
202 B - Ballroom
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Come join us for a panel discussion on Islam and Judaism
moderated by Dr. Kenneth Pargament, Psychology Professor at BGSU.
Panelists will consist of religious leaders and students who
will share their faiths and experiences.

f pontored by the Student Affairs
Staff Development Committee and Diversity T«

Bill allowing guns on
college campuses is
met with concern
By Caltlln Harrison
U-Wire

NORMAN,
Okla.
Representatives from higher
education and law enforcement
expressed concerns Monday
about a bill that would allow
guns on college campuses in a
special meeting of the Campus
Life and Safely and Security
(CLASS) Task Force at the
Oklahoma State Capitol.
House Bill 2513, authored by
state Rep. lason Murphey, RGuihrie, would prohibit universities from having rules against
allowing students, faculty and
employees who have a concealed carry license, have been
honorably discharged from the
military or are active military
members, to carry a concealed
handgun on campus property,
according to the task force's resolution draft.
Gov.' Brad Henry created
the CLASS Task Force shortly
after the Virginia Tech tragedy
to make recommendations on
improving campus safety and
security in Oklahoma colleges
and universities. The task force
calls for all necessary actions to
be taken to prevent the bill from
becoming law, the draft stated.
OU President David L. Boren
addressed the issue at the meeting and said it would be a threat
to campus safety.
"I do not think 1 have seen a
single piece of legislation that
would bring more negative consequences than this," Boren
said. "All of the major politicians
in the state have warned about
this bill. I'm a supporter of the
Second Amendment rights, but
that's not the issue."
Boren said the issue is the
safety of students and faculty on
campus.
"We have the individual
responsibility to keep Istudents
and facultyl safe," he said. "As we
go out to recruit faculty, to have
to tell them there will be armed
people in the classroom, there
will he tragic impacts. 1 hope
members of the Legislature will
listen to the faculties."
Mike Robinson, Oklahoma
State University director of public safety, said those who would
be most affected by the bill are
opposed to it.
"Studentsdon't want it. Faculty

"The students have
spoken and we do
not support guns on
campuses."
Dru Dear | Senior at Northeastern State

doesn't want it. Administration
doesn't want it," Robinson said.
"Campuses are one of the safest
places you can be. I am certain
that campuses will be less safe if
we allow guns."
Robinson said the bill would
complicate law enforcement
procedures because, in the event
of a shooting, officers would
have no way of distinguishing a
shooter from armed students.
"I can't imagine, as a law
enforcement officer, responding
to an active shooter and having
armed people in civilian clothes
and having no way to identify
them," Robinson said.
Dru Dear, political science
senior at Northeastern State
University, said many of the students at her university oppose
the bill.
"The students have spoken
and we do not support guns on
campuses," said Dear, president of the Oklahoma Student
Government Association.
Roger Webb, University Of
Central Oklahoma president,
said although the bill would
require proficiency of use of
a handgun, that is not necessarily enough.
"The assumption is if people
are carrying a handgun, they are
carrying it in order to use it,"
Webb, CLASS Task Force member, said. "Guns in classrooms
are just not a good fit. Colleges
and universities are a common
sense exception |to the Second
Amendment]."
Murphey, on the other hand,
said the bill is designed to make
campuses safer by offering students, faculty and staff a chance
to defend themselves.
"I think |the hill would
make it less likely that la school
shootingl would happen here,"
Murphey told The Daily last
month. "People would feel safer,
and people that might have a
personal reason for why they
need to defend themselves
would be able to."

UF not adopting policy
that penalizes faculty for
turning grades in late
By Kati. Sanders
U-Wire

GAINESVILLE, Fla. — A $10
fee penalizing Florida State
University professors for each
grade they turn in past their
deadline is not being considered
for University of Florida faculty.
FSU's plan, described at a
Wednesday meeting by FSU's
Interim Registrar Kim Barber,
charges professors for every
grade that is not turned in by
FSU's deadline, according to a
report from The Chronicle of
Higher Education.
Most of FSU's faculty members
now cooperate with the deadline, the article stated. The bill is
sent to each college's dean, who
can decide to pay it with college
budget or bill the professor.
Barber could not be readied
for comment.
Janie Fouke, UF provost, wrote
in an e-mail that UF does not
penalize professors who turn in
grades late.

"Professors are
professional --they
ought to be able to get
these things done."
Mary Ann Hagler | assistant registrar

She wrote that UF's faculty
are aware of the problems students could face if grades are
not available on time, such as
missed deadlines for scholarships or financial aid, and most
professors take that responsibility seriously.
Mary Ann Hagler, UF assistant registrar, said UF does
not have a widespread problem with professors turning
in grades late, but a few tardy
turn-ins are dealt with.
"It just seems to me that you're
dealing with professionals/'
Hagler said. "Professors are professional — they ought to be able
to get these things done."

KK oaTA
Congratulations at Dance
Marathon Alpha XI DeltasI
*
Melissa Dei nison
Denise M< lifer
Amanda fl lien
Shannon Za> rracktj

quote of the day...
"Negotiations are all
about controlling things.
About being In the driver's
seat. And, make one tiny
mistake you're dead. I
made one tiny mistake. I
wore women s clothes."
- Michael Scott
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BECAUSE SOLDIERS DESERVE MORE

Now the Army gives you more choices for your future. Earn up to $40,000
to start the business of your dreams or buy the home you always wanted.
Log onto goarmy.com/aaf to learn more about the Army Advantage Fund.
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Third graders' plot to
harm teacher
discovered by student
Knife, handcuffs and duct tape found
By Rusi Bynum
The Associated Press

M SPlNCfR GREEN
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ON THE RISE AGAIN: A diesel truck roars pasl a truck stop where the price of diesel fuel has reached $409 a gallon.

Oil executives attempt to evade blame for prices
ByH.Jos.fH.b.rt
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Don't blame
us, oil industry chiefs told a skeptical Congress.
Top executives of the country's
five biggest oil companies said
yesterday they know record fuel
prices are hurling people, but
they argued It's not their fault
and their huge profits are In line
with other industries.
Appearing before a House
committee, the executives were
pressed to explain why they
should continue to get billions of
dollars in tax breaks when they
made $123 billion last year and
motorists are paying record gasoline prices at the pump.
"On April Fool's Day, the biggest joke of all is being played on
American families by Big Oil,"

DROPOUT
From Page 1

family, the school and the community." The Powell's organization was beginning a national
campaign to cut high school
dropout rates.
The group, joining Education
Secretary Margaret Spellings at
a news conference yesterday,
announced plans to hold summits in every state during the next
two years on ways to better pre
pare students for college and the
work force.
The report found troubling
data on the prospects of urban
public high school students get-

Hep. Edward Markey, D-Mass„
said, aiming his remarks at the
five executives sitting shoulderto-shoulder in a congressional
hearing room.
"Our earnings, although high
in absolute terms, need to be
viewed in the context of the scale
and cyclical, long-term nature of
our industry as well as the huge
investment requirements," said
I.S. Simon, senior vice president
of Kxxon Mobil Corp,, which
made a record $40 billion last
year.
"We depend on high earnings
during the up cycle to sustain ...
investment over the long term,
including the down cycles," he
continued.
The up cycle has been going on
too long, suggested Hep. F.manuel
Cleaver, D-Mo. "The anger level is
rising significantly."

Alluding to the fact that
Congress often doesn't rate very
high in opinion polls, Cleaver told
the executives: "Your approval
rating is lower than ours, and that
means you're down low."
Several lawmakers noted the
rising price of gasoline at the
pump, now averaging $3.29 a
gallon amid.talk of $4 a gallon
this summer.
"I heard what you are hearing. Americans are very worried
about the rising price of energy,"
said lohn I lofmeister, president

of Shell Oil Co., echoing remarks
by the other four executives
including representatives of BP
America Inc., Chevron Corp. and
ConocoPhillips.
While Democrats hammered
the executives for their profits
and demanded they do more to
develop alternative energy sources such as wind, solar and biofuels, Republican lawmakers called
for opening more areas fcr drilling to boost domestic production
ofoilandgas.
What wou Id bring lower prices?
asked Rep. lames Sensenbrenner
of Wisconsin, the committee's
ranking Republican
. "We need access to all kinds
of energy supply." replied Robert
Malone, chairman of BP America,
adding that 85 percent of the
country's coastal waters are off
limits to drilling.

ting to college.
In Detroit's public schools.
24.9 percent of the students
graduated from high school,
while 30.5 percent graduated in
Indianapolis Public Schools and
34.1 percent received diplomas
in the Cleveland Municipal City
School District.
Researchers analyzed school
district data from 2003-2004 collected by the U.S. Department of
Education. To calculate graduation rates, the report estimated
the likelihood that a 9th grader
would complete high school on
time with a regular diploma.
Researchers used school enrollment and diploma data, but did
not use data on dropouts as part

of its calculation.
Many metropolitan areas also
showed a considerable gap in the
graduation rates between their
inner-city schools and the surrounding suburbs.
Researchers found, for example, that 81.5 percent of the public school students in Baltimore's
subtirbsgraduate. compared with
34.fi percent in the city schools.
In Ohio, nearly 83 percent
of public high school students
in suburban Columbus graduate while 78.1 percent in suburban Cleveland earn their
diplomas, well above their
local city schools.
Ohio Department of Education
spokesman Scott Blake said the

state delays its estimates by a few
months so it can include summer graduates in its calculations.
Based on the state's met hodology,
he said Columbus graduated 60.6
percent of its students in 20032004, rather than the 40.9 percent
the study calculated.
By Oh io'sreckon i ng, Columbus
has improved each year since
the 2001-2002 school year, with
72.9 percent of students graduating in 2005-2006, Columbus
Public Schools spokesman Jeff
Warner said.
Cleveland's current graduation rates are also higher tban the
statistics cited in the new report,
school district spokesman Ben
I lolbert said.

"We need access
to all kinds of
energy supply."
Robert Malone
Chairman of BP Ametica

"We're not sure
at this part in
the investigation

WAYCROSS, Ga. — A group of
third-graders plotted to attack
their teacher, bringing a broken
steak knife, handcuffs, duct tape
how many of the
and other items for the job and
assigning children tasks includstudents actually
ing covering the windows and
cleaning up afterward, police
knew the intent was
said yesterday.
The plot by as many as
to hurt the teacher."
nine boys and girls at Center
Elementary School in south
Tony Tanner | Police Chief
Georgia was a serious threat,
Waycross Police Chief Tony child's job was to cover windows
so no one could see outside, he
Tanner said.
"We did not hear anybody said. Another was supposed to
say they intended to kill her* clean up after the attack.
"We're not sure at this point in
but could they have accidentally killed her? Absolutely," the investigation how many of
Tanner said. "We feel like if the students actually knew the
they weren't interrupted, there intent was to hurt the teacher,"
would have been an attempt. Tanner said.
The parents of the students
Would they have been successhave cooperated with investigaful? We don't know."
The children, ages 8 and 9, tors, who aren't allowed to queswere apparently mad at the tion the children without their
teacher because she had scolded parents' or guardians' consent,
one of them for standing on a he said. Authorities have withchair, Tanner said. A prosecu- held the children's names.
Police expected to forward the
tor said they are too young to
be charged with a crime under results of their investigation to
prosecutors, Tanner said.
Georgia law.
School officials alerted police
Children in Georgia can't be
Friday after a pupil tipped off a ■ charged with a crime unless they
teacher that a girl had brought a are at least 13, District Attorney
Rick Currie said.
weapon to school, Tanner said.
Martin told The Florida TimesPolice seized a broken steak
knife, handcuffs, duct tape, Union of Jacksonville. Fla., that
electrical and transparent tape, administrators would follow
ribbons and a crystal paper- school system policy and state
weight from the students, who law in disciplining the students.
"From what I understand, the)'
apparently intended to use them
against the teacher, Tanner said. were considered pretty good
Nine children have been given kids," Martin said. "But we have
discipline up to and including to take this seriously, whether
long-term suspension, said they were serious or not about
Theresa Martin, spokeswoman carrying this through, and that's
for the Ware County school sys- what we did."
tem. She would not be more speFour mothers of other
cific but said none of the chil- third-grade students at Center
dren had been back to school Elementary called for the
since the case came to light.
immediate expulsion of the
The purported target is a suspected plotters.
veteran educator who teaches
Stacy Carter and Deana
third-grade students with learn- Hiott both cited school sysing disabilities including atten- tem policy stating that any
tion deficit disorder, delayed student who brings "anything
development and hyperactivity, reasonably considered to be a
friends and parents said.
weapon" is to be expelled for
The scheme involved a divi- at least the remainder of the
sion of roles, Tanner said. One school year.

PRANK
From Page 6

The three students placed
plasticeggs, each containing two
professionally printed tickets to
the supposed speech, on Locust
Walk and in the Quadrangle late
Sunday night.
t Ireii said the students did not
pull the prank as part of any
campus group or as a fraternity
pledging activity.
The tickets said the event was
sponsored by a group called
Penn for Change — which does
not exist — and was scheduled
to take place in Irvine at 6 p.m.
yesterday with opening remarks
from Obama supporter and New
Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson.
Fliers and a Facebook event
also advertised the fake speech,

citing a "Haley Reardan" as the
organizer of the event.
However, "Haley Reardan"
was an alias created by Greif,
Steinhardt and Horvat, The
name comes from two characters in Ayn Rand's novel
"Atlas Shrugged."
Monday morning both
University officials and the
Obama campaign confirmed
that the event was just a hoax.
A representative from the
PereJman Quadrangleoffice said
there were no political events
booked at Irvine yesterday, and
University spokeswoman Lori
Doyle said, "The University
hasn't heard anything about it."
Both Mike Stratton, Penn for
Obama co-president, and Matt
Lehrich, a spokesman for the
Obama campaign, said the event
is just a well-planned joke.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
_: Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00. Has
washer and dryer Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09

806 Scott Hamilton- 4 bedrooms,
2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central air.
$990.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $990.00 Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

Available August 21, 2008
{. Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms
$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.
831 Scott Hamilton Unit «A. T»n
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
'.VOOSTER :

10 5 30 Saturday 8 30 to 4.30
www.iohnnewloverealeslate.com
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Opening day injury deja vu for Indians catcher
By Tom Wit hen
The Associated Press

INDIANS NEXT GAME
v.. CHICAGO WHITE SOX:
Today: 7:05 p.m. Progressive Field

BASEBALL
A-Rod out-earning
some teams
New York Yankees third
baseman Alex Rodriguez
signed a new contract over
the winter that will pay him
S28 million per year. That
total is more than the entire
Florida Marlins roster will
make this season.
Page 10

CLEVELAND — For the second
season in a row, All-Star catcher
PITCHING MATCHUPS:
Victor Martinez limped out of
CLEVELAND:
the Cleveland Indians' home
Fausto Carmona
opener before it was over.
CHICAGO:
That might not he a bad thing.
Javier Vazquez
Martinez strained his left
hamstring while running the
bases during the second inning out a ground ball in the third
of Monday's 10-8 win over the inning of Cleveland's first home
Chicago White Sox. The Indians game, a snow-covered affair that
were vague about his injury yes- eventually was postponed.
Helped by a few more badterday, sayijig only that their
postponements,
best hitter was day-to-day with weather
a mild strain.
Martinez missed six games but
The club added that no ros- never went on the disabled list.
ter move involving Martinez "is He wound up having his finbeing considered at this time."
est major league season, batting
They could have resent the .301 while setting career-highs
same e-mail from last April, in homers (25) and Mils (114).
when Martinez pulled a quadri- Martinez also provided the
ceps muscle while trying to beat punch in Cleveland's lineup as

designated hitter Travis I lafner
struggled through a season he'd
like to forget.
Martinez arrived at training
camp in tremendous shape.
He dropped 15 pounds during the offseason, improving
his quickness behind the plate.
The 29-year-old attempted to
show off his newfound speed
in the second inning on a pitch
that got away from White Sox
catcher A.). Pierzyrtski.
But as he neared the base,
Martinez appeared to catch his
cleat in the soft dirt and tumbled awkwardly to the ground
and was tagged out. He got to
his knees and was able to walk
to the dugout without assistance
before being taken during the
game for an MRI, the results of
which have not been disclosed.
Martinez was replaced
by backup Kelly Shoppach,
who showed his value to the

TRACY BOULIAN

AP PHOTO

DOWN AGAIN: For the second straight season. Indians catcher Victor Martinez injures his
hamstring during the club's home opener The Indians list Martinez as day-to-day.
Indians with a pair of big plays
in their win.

After the White Sox rallied to tie it 7-7 in the seventh,
Shoppach came off the plate to
grab shortstop Ihonny l'cralta's
throw that was high and up the

third-base line to tag )oe Crede,
who appeared to slide past
Shoppach's outstretched mitt
without being touched.
See VICTOR | Page 10

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

YOUNGSTOWN ST 181 BOWLING GREEN 13

Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for updates
and info on all of your favorite
BG teams.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

Unlucky No. Thirteen

SCHEDULE

iemer
strong as
Falcons
defeat Kent

State 8-5

TODAY
Baseball:
vs Wright State; 5 p.m.

By Jordan Cravens

Softball:

Reporter

at Michigan; 4 pm.
Track:
at Texas Relays; TBA

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1995—MLB season opener
is delayed until April 26.
1986-NCAA adopts the
three-point line.
1908-Mills Committee
declares baseball was
invented by
Abner Doubleday.

The List
Man. we love MLB opening
day! Because it's so awesome,
we're listing the top five
opening day performances
from this week

I.Jim Thome: Sure, the
White Sox lost, but Thome
still hit two homers.

2. Kansas City
Royals: Beating the

BRIAN BORNHOEFT

THE Ki NEW

NOT ENOUGH: Andrew Foster (17) and Ryan Shay (19) reacl to a play in an earlier game agamst Fmdlay The Falcons were upended byYoungstown Stale 18-15 in a htgh-scoting affair

much-hyped Tigers in
Detroit in extra innings
was quite the feat.

BG loses slugfest to YSU, looks ahead to Wright State

3. Manny Ramirez:
Although Boston's
opening day was held in

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Japan, Ramirez still managed
to drive in five runs during the
two-game set with Oakland.

4. Jake Peavy: I
threw a shut out in seven
innings of work and even
drove in a pair of runs.

5. Washington
Nationals: They
christened their new ballpark
with a 2-1 win over the_£raves

The Falcon baseball team
slugged it out with Youngstown
State yesterday, collecting
their eighth loss of the season
in an 18-13 home run derby of
a game.
Four total home runs were
hit in the nine-inning nonconference affair, with Brian
Hangbers, Derek Spencer, and
Dennis Vaughn going deep for
BGdO-8).
Cory Hornyak kicked off his
3-for-6 day at the plate with a
Youngstown shot over the center field fence.
The Falconsledthe Penguins,
who were 5-15 going into
the game, through two-anda-half innings. Clay Duncan,
Andrew Foster and Hangbers
had crossed the plate to
put BG up 3-0.
In the bottom of the third,
however, Falcon pitcher
Brennan Smith fell apart.
The freshman gave up four
earned runs before Hangbers
was called in to pitch.
Hangbers, facing a wind
.that was blowing straight out,
served up Hornyak's two-run

Brian
Hangbers
Went 3 for 5 with
5 RBIs against the
Penguins.

home run as part of a sevenrun Penguin inning.
'Brian did a heck of a job
today, though," said Clay
Duncan, who went l-for-3 at
the plate while splitting time
with Derek Spencer at third
base. "He battled the whole
way pitching wise, and he
had a good approach today at
the plate."
"He did his best in trying to
help us get a win."
Hangbers stuck it out for
three innings on the mound,
and in the top of the fifth
he tried to help his own case
with a leadoff home run to
right center field.
"I believe Brian ended up
with three hits, and with that
wind blowing out to right
field, he had a very nice day
at the plate." said BG coach
Danny Schmitz.
After a single by Frank Berry
and a walk by Mark Galvin,
Dennis Vaughn got under a

"Brian did a heck of a job today, though.
He battled the whole way pitching wise,
and he had a good approach today at
the plate. He did his best in
trying to help us get a win."
Clay Duncan | BG third baseman

pitch and put it over the right
field wall.
Hangbers, on his second atbat of the fifth, then doubled
home Duncan, Foster, and
Travis Owens to cap BG's own
seventh run inning.
■ "It was a good day to be a
left-handed batter, but not
so good to be a pitcher on
either side," Schmitz said. In
addition to the 31 runs scored
on the afternoon, there were
37 hits combined by the two
Ohio teams.
Schmitz' words were especially evident after a couple of
Youngstown singles tied the
game through five innings
— at 10-10.
It was a score and weather
more suited for an autumn
football game than April's first
baseball game.
t

That score grew even bigger in the bottom of the seventh with Marty Baird on the
mound for the Falcons. The
Findlay, Ohio native faced 13
Youngstown batters and gave
up six earned runs,
Dan Parsons replaced him
and gave up two more runs,
though both were unearned.
This was due partly to BG's five
errors on the day — the second
straight game in which they
made that many.
"We need to start making the routine plays again,"
Schmitz said. "That needs to
be solidified."
"We just have to forget this
game, go back at it tomorrow,
and get on the win streak again
like we had been," Duncan said.
BG has still won 10 of its last 12.
even with the loss yesterday.

It's a rarity to find a pitcher,
let alone two at the collegiate
level, who get the job done
both on the mound and at
the plate — but pitcher Hayley
Wiemer was just what the
doctor prescribed to give the
women's Softball team its first
victory of the season in double-header action.
Weimer, who has been battling an injury this season,
recorded eight strikeouts in
the team's victory over preseason Mid-American conference East division favorite Kent State in game one,
also going 2 for 3 at the plate
including a home run and two
RBI's, hitting in the three spot
of the line-up.
Down a run in the bottom
of the second inning of game
No. 1, the Falcons were ignited
by Winner's two-run homer
with two outs, followed up by
an RBI from Emily Gouge to
put BGup3-l.
Gouge, the second of the
pitching duo, showed her
might at the plate going 2 of
6 hitting with an RBI in the
double-header match up, in
addition to six strikeouts in
the circle the second game.
"We need hits right now
and these two girls have been
pulling their weight," said
BG Coach Shannon Salsburg
of her pitchers, noting that
Gouge's offensive performance was the biggest surprise of the two.
"I always knew she had a
good swing, I just wasn't sure
if it would transfer to the
game," Salsburg added.
Transfer successful.
BG would increase its
lead by another run in the
sixth inning on a single
from Rachel Delp, but that
wouldn't be enough to keep
Kent State down.
The Golden Flashes battled
back scoring three runs on
four hits in the bottom of the
sixth inning, tving the score
at 4-4.
Anxious for their first victory, the BG offense came
out with a vengeance on their
last at bat on another two out
rally led by freshman Haleigh
Bielstein who belted a three
run shot over the center field,
wall putting her team up 8-4.
But Kent State wasn't
quite done as they tagged on
another run before the game's
end, which would prove not
enough to overcome the sevSee SOFTBALL | Paoe 10
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Third graders' plot to
harm teacher
discovered by student
Knife, handcuffs and duct tape found
By Ruts Bynum
The Associated Press

M. SPENCER GKEN > AP PHOTO
ON THE RISE AGAIN: A desel truck roars past a Buck slop where the price of diesel fuel has reached 14.09 a gallon

Oil executives attempt to evade blame for prices
8yH.Jo.,fH.b.r«
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Don'l blame
us, oil industry chiefs told a skeptical Congress.
Top executives ol the country's
five biggest oil companies said
yesterday they know record fuel
prices are burling people, hut
they argued It's not their fault
and their huge profits are in line
with other industries.
Appearing before a House
committee, the executives were
pressed to explain why they
should continue to gel billions of
dollars in tax breaks when they
made SI23 billion last year and
motorists an paying record gasoline prices at the pump.
'On April Fool's Day, the biggest joke of all is heing played on
American families In liig Oil,"

DROPOUT
From Page 1

family, the school and the community." The Powell's organization was beginning a national
campaign to cut high school
dropout rates
The group, joining Education
Secretary Margaret Spellings at
a news conference yesterday,
announced plans to hold summits in evet y state during the next
two years on ways to IxMler prepare students for college and the
work force.
The report found troubling
data on the prospects of urban
public high school students gel-

"We need access
to all kinds of
energy supply."

Hep. Edward Markey, D-Mass.,
said, aiming his remarks at the
five executives silting shoulderto-shoulder in a congressional
hearing room.
"Our earnings, although high
in absolute terms, need to be
viewed in the context of the scale
and cyclical, long-term nature of
our industry as well as the huge
Investment requirements," said
I.S. Simon, senior vice president
of Exxon Mobil Corp.. which
made a record $40 billion last
year.
"We depend on high earnings
during the up cycle to sustain ...
investment over the long term,
including the down cycles," he
continued.
The up cycle has been going on
too long, suggested Rep. Emanuel
Cleaver, D-Mo. "The anger level is
rising significantly."

Alluding to the fact that
Congress often doesn't rate very
high in opinion polls, Cleaver told
the executives: "Your approval
rating is lovverthanours.and that
means you're down low,"
Several lawmakers noted the
rising price of gasoline at the
pump, now averaging $3.29 a
gallon amid.talk of $4 a gallon
this summer.
T heard what you are hearing. Americans are very worried
about the rising price of energy,"
said lohn llofmeister, president

of Shell Oil Co., echoing remarks
by the other four executives
including representatives of BP
America Inc., Chevron Corp. and
ConocoPhillips.
While Democrats hammered
the executives for their profits
and demanded they do more to
develop alternative energy sources such as wind, solar and biofuels, Republican lawmakers called
for opening more areas for drilling to boost domestic production
ofoilandgas.
What won Id bring lower prices?
asked Rep. lames Sensenbrenner
of Wisconsin, the committee's
ranking Republican
. "We need access to all kinds
of energy supply," replied Robert
Malone, chairman of BP America,
adding that 85 percent of the
country's coastal waters are off
limits to drilling.

ting to college.
In Detroit's public schools,
24.9 percent of the students
graduated from high school,
while 30.5 percent graduated in
Indianapolis Public Schools and
34.1 percent received diplomas
in the Cleveland Municipal City
School District.
Researchers analyzed school
district data from 2003-2004 collected by the U.S. Department of
liducation. In calculate graduation rates, the report estimated
the likelihood that a 9th grader
would complete high school on
time with a regular diploma.
Researchers used school enrollment and diploma data, but did
not use data on dropouts as part

of its calculation.
Many metropolitan areas also
showed a considerable gap in the
graduation rates between their
inner-city schools and the surrounding suburbs.
Researchers found, for example, that 81.5 percent of the public school students in Baltimore's
suburbs graduate, compared with
34.6 percent in the city schools.
In Ohio, nearly 83 percent
of public high scbool students
in suburban Columbus graduate while 78.1 percent in suburban Cleveland earn their
diplomas, well above their
local city schools.
Ohio Department of Education
spokesman Scott Blake said the

state delays its estimates by a few
months so it can include summer graduates in its calculations.
Based on the state's methodology,
he said Columbus graduated 60.6
percent of its students in 20032004, rather than the 40.9 percent
the study calculated.
ByOhio'sreckoning.Columbus
has improved each year since
the 2001-2002 school year, with
72.9 percent of students graduating in 2005-2006, Columbus
Public Schools spokesman Jeff
Warner said.
Cleveland's current graduation rates are also higher than the
statistics cited in the new report,
school district spokesman Ben
1 lolbert said.

Robert Waione
Chairman of BP America

WAYCROSS, Ga. — A group of
third-graders plotted to attack
their teacher, bringing a broken
steak knife, handcuffs, duct tape
and other items for the job and
assigning children tasks including covering the windows and
cleaning up afterward, police
said yesterday.
The plot by as many as
nine boys and girls at Center
Elementary School in south
Georgia was a serious threat,
Waycross Police Chief Tony
Tanner said.
"We did not hear anybody
say they intended to kill her,
but could they have accidentally killed her? Absolutely,"
Tanner said. "We feel like if
they weren't interrupted, there
would have been an attempt.
Would they have been successful? We don't know."
The children, ages 8 and 9,
were apparently mad at the
teacher because she had scolded
one of them for standing on a
chair, Tanner said. A prosecutor said they are too young to
be charged with a crime under
Georgia law.
School officials alerted police
Friday after a pupil tipped off a
teacher that a girl had brought a
weapon to school, Tanner said.
Police seized a broken steak
knife, handcuffs, duct tape,
electrical and transparent tape,
ribbons and a crystal paperweight from the students, who
apparently intended to use them
against the teacher, Tanner said.
Nine children have been given
discipline up to and including
long-term suspension, said
Theresa Martin, spokeswoman
for the Ware County school system. She would not be more specific but said none of the children had been back to school
since the case came to light.
The purported target is a
veteran educator who teaches
third-grade students with learning disabilities including attention deficit disorder, delayed
development and hyperactivity,
friends and parents said.
The scheme involved a division of roles, Tanner said. One

PRANK
From Page 6

The three students placed
plastic eggs, each containing two
professionally printed tickets to
the supposed speech, on Locust
Walk and in the Quadrangle late
Sunday night.
Greif said the students did not
pull the prank as part of any
campus group or as a fraternity
pledging activity.
The tickets said the event was
sponsored by a group called
Penn for Change — which does
not exist — and was scheduled
to take place in Irvine at 6 p.m.
yesterday with opening remarks
from ob. i m a supporter and New
Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson.
Fliers and a Facebook event
also advertised the fake speech,

"We're not sure
at this part in
the investigation
how many of the
students actually
knew the intent was
to hurt the teacher."
Tony Tanner | Police Chief

child's job was to cover windows
so no one could see outside, he
said. Another was supposed to
clean up after the attack.
"We're not sure at this point in
the investigation how many of
the students actually knew the
intent was to hurt the teacher,"
Tanner said.
The parents of the students
have cooperated with investigators, who aren't allowed to question the children without their
parents' or guardians' consent,
he said. Authorities have withheld the children's names.
Police expected to forward the
results of their investigation to
prosecutors. Tanner said.
Children in Georgia can't be
charged with a crime unless they
are at least 13, District Attorney
Rick Currie said.
Martin toldThe Florida TimesUnion of lacksonville, Fla., that
administrators would follow
school system policy and state
law in disciplining the students.
"From what I understand, they
were considered pretty good
kids," Martin said. "But we have
to take this seriously, whether
they were serious or not about
carrying this through, and that's
what we did."
Four mothers of other
third-grade students at Center
Elementary called for the
immediate expulsion of the
suspected plotters.
Stacy Carter and Deana
Hiott both cited school system policy stating that any
student who brings "anything
reasonably considered to be a
weapon" is to be expelled for
at least the remainder of the
school year.
citing a "Haley Reardan" as the
organizer of the event.
However, "Haley Reardan"
was an alias created by Greif,
Steinhardt and Horvat. The
name comes from two characters in Ayn Rand's novel
"Atlas Shrugged."
Monday morning both
University officials and the
Obama campaign confirmed
that the event was just a hoax.
A representative from the
PerelmanQuadrangleofftcesaid
there were no political events
booked at Irvine yesterday, and
University spokeswoman Lori
Doyle said, "The University
hasn't heard anything about it."
Both Mike Stranon. Penn for
Obama co-president, and Man
Lehrich, a spokesman for the
Obama campaign, said the event
is just a well-planned joke.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
710 1/2 Elm St.- Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00. Has
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

806 Scott Hamilton- 4 bedrooms
2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central air
$990.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $990.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/TJ8 - 5/9/09.

Available August 21, 2008
710 Elm Street- Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
Lease 8/21/08 -8/8/09.

722 Elm Street- Three bedrooms.
$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/21/08-8/8/09.
831 Scott Hamilton UnitOA. T^
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

www|ohnnewlo

!o 5 30 Saturday 8 30 to 4 30
com
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Opening day injury deja vu for Indians catcher
By Tom Withers

INDIANS NEXT GAME

The Associated Press
vi. CHICAGO WHITE SOX:
Today; 7:05 p.m. Progressive Field

BASEBALL
A-Rod out-earning
some teams
New York Yankees third
baseman Alex Rodriguez
signed a new contract over
the winter that will pay him
S28 million per year. That
total is more than the entire
Florida Marlins roster will
make this season.
Page 10

CLEVELAND — For the second
season in a row, All-Star catcher
PITCHING MATCHUPS:
Victor Martinez limped out of
CLEVELAND:
the Cleveland Indians' home
Fausto Carmona
opener before it was over.
CHICAGO:
That might not be a bad thing.
Javier Vazquez
Martinez strained his left
hamstring while running the
bases during the second inning out a ground ball in the third
of Monday's 10-8 win over the inning of Cleveland's first home
Chicago White Sox. The Indians game.asnow-covercdaffairthai
were vague about his injury yes- eventually was postponed.
terday, sayijig only that their
Helped by a few more badbest hitter was day-to-day with weather
postponements,
a mild strain.
Martinez missed six games but
The club added that no ros- never went on the disabled list.
ter move involving Martinez "is He wound up having his finbeing considered at this time."
est major league season, batting
They could have resent the .301 while setting career-highs
same e-mail from last April, in homers (25) and HBIs (114).
when Martinez pulled a quadri- Martinez also provided the
ceps muscle while trying to beat punch in Cleveland's lineup as

designated hitter Travis Ilafner
struggled through a season he'd
like to forget.
Martinez arrived at training
camp in tremendous shape.
He dropped 15 pounds during the offseason, improving
his quickness behind the plate.
The 29-year-old attempted to
show off his newfound speed
in the second inning on a pitch
thai got away from White Sox
catcher A.I. Pierzynski.
But as he neared the base.
Martinez appeared to catch his
cleat in the soft dirt and tumbled awkwardly to the ground
and was tagged out. I le got to
his knees and was able to walk
to the dugout without assistance
before being taken during the
game for an MM, the results of
which have not been disclosed.
Martinez was replaced
by backup Kelly Shoppach,
whn showed Ins value to ihr

TRACY BOULIAN ! AP PHOTO
DOWN AGAIN: Foi the second straight season. Indians catcher Victor Martinez injures his
hamstring during the club's home opener The Indians list Martinez as day-to-day

Indians with a pair of big plays
in their win.
After the White Sox rallied to tie it 7-7 in the seventh,
Shoppach came off the plate to
grab shortstop llionny Pcralla's
throw thai was high and up the

third-base line to tag loe Crede,
who appeared to slide past
Shoppach's outstretched mitt
without being touched.
See VICTOR | Page 10

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

YOUNGSTOWN ST 181 BOWLING GREEN 13

Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for updates
and info on all of your favorite
BG teams.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

Unlucky No. Thirteen

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball:
vs Wnght State: 3 p.m.
Softball:

By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

at Michigan; 4 p.m.
Trade
at Texas Relays: TBA

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1995—MLB season opener
is delayed until April 26.
1986-NCAA adopts the
three-point line.
1908—Mills Committee
declares baseball was
invented by
Abner Doubleday

The List
Man. we love MLB opening
day! Because it's so awesome,
were listing the top five
opening day performances
from this week.

I.Jim Thome: Sure, the
White Sox lost, but Thome
still hit two homers.

2. Kansas City
Royals: Beating the

BRIAN BORNHOEFI i THE BG NEWS
NOT ENOUGH: Andrew Foster (17) and Ryan Shay (19) reacl to a play in an earlier game against Fmdlay The Fakons were upended byYoungstown State 18-13 in a high-scoring affair

much-hyped Tigers in
Detroit m extra innings
was quite the feat.

BG loses slugfest to YSU, looks ahead to Wright State

3. Manny Ramirez:
Although Boston's
opening day was held in

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Japan, Ramirez still managed
to drive in five runs during the
two-game set with Oakland.

4. Jake Peavy: He
threw a shut out in seven
innings of work and even
drove in a pair of runs

5. Washington
Nationals: They
christened their new ballpark
with a 2-1 win over theBraves.

Wiemer
strong as
Falcons
defeat Kent
State 8-5

The Falcon baseball team
slugged it out with Youngstown
State yesterday, collecting
their eighth loss of the season
in an 18-13 home run derby of
a game.
Four total home runs were
hit in the nine-inning nonconference affair, with Brian
Hangbers, Derek Spencer, and
Dennis Vaughn going deep for
B(l(10-8).
Cory Hornyak kicked off his
3-for-6 day at the plate with a
Youngstown shot over the center fieid fence.
The Falcons led the Penguins,
who were 5-15 going into
the game, through two-anda-half innings. Clay Duncan,
Andrew Foster and Hangbers
had crossed the plate to
put BG up 3-0.
In the bottom of the third,
however, Falcon pitcher
Brennan Smith fell apart.
The freshman gave up four
earned runs before Hangbers
was called in to pitch.
Hangbers, facing a wind
.that was blowing straight out,
served up Hornyak's two-run

Brian
Hangbers
Went 3 for 5 with
5 RBIs against the
Penguins.

"Brian did a heck of a job today, though.
He battled the whole way pitching wise,
and he had a good approach today at
the plate. He did his best in

home run as part of a seventrying to help us get a win."
run Penguin inning.
"Brian did a heck of a job
Clay Duncan | BG third baseman
today, though," said Clay
Duncan, who went l-for-3 at pilch and put it over the right
That score grew even bigger in the bottom of the sevthe plate while splitting time field wall.
Hangbers, on his second at- enth with Marty Baird on the
with Derek Spencer at third
base. "He battled the whole bat of the fifth, then doubled mound for the Falcons. The
way pitching wise, and he home Duncan, Foster, and Findlay, Ohio native faced 13
had a good approach today at Travis Owens to cap BG's own Youngstown bailers and gave
up six earned runs.
the plate."
seventh run inning.
"He did his best in trying to - "It was a good day to be a
Dan Parsons replaced him
help us get a win."
left-handed batter, but not and gave up two more runs,
Hangbers stuck it out for so good lo be a pitcher on though both were unearned.
three innings on the mound, either side," Schmitz said. In This was due partly to BG's five
and in the top of the fifth addition to the 31 runs scored errors on the day — the second
he tried to help his own case on the afternoon, there were straight game in which they
with a leadoff home run to 37 hits combined by the two made thai many.
right center field.
Ohio teams.
"We need to start mak"I believe Brian ended up
Schmitz' words were espe- ing the routine plays again,"
with three hits, and with that cially evident after a couple of Schmitz said. "That needs to
wind blowing out to right Youngstown singles tied the be solidified."
field, he had a very nice day game through five innings
"We just have lo forget this
at the plate," said BG coach — at 10-10.
game, go back at it tomorrow,
Danny Schmitz.
It was a score and weather and get on the win streak again
After a single by Frank Berry more suited for an autumn like we had been," Duncan said.
and a walk by Mark Galvin, football game than April's first BG has still won 10 of its last 12,
Dennis Vaughn got under a baseball game.
even with the loss yesterday.

»

It's a rarity to find a pitcher,
let alone two al ihe collegiate
level, who get the job done
both on the mound and at
the plate — but pitcher Hayley
Wiemer was just what the
doctor prescribed to give the
women's Softball team its first
victory of the season in double-header action.
Weimer, who has been battling an injury this season,
recorded eight strikeouts in
the team's victory over preseason Mid-American conference East division favorite Kent Stale in game one,
also going 2 for 3 at the plate
including a home run and two
RBl's, hitting in the three spot
of the line-up.
Down a run in the bottom
of the second inning of game
No. 1, the Falcons were ignited
by Wiemer's two-run homer
with two outs, followed up by
an RBI from Emily Gouge to
put BG up 3-1.
Gouge, the second of Ihe
pitching duo, showed her
might at the plate going 2 of
(> hitting with an RBI in the
double-header match up, in
addition to six strikeouts in
the circle the second game.
"We need hits right now
and these two girls have been
pulling their weight," said
BG Coach Shannon Salsburg
of her pitchers, noting that
Gouge's offensive performance was the biggest surprise of the two.
"1 always knew she had a
good swing, I just wasn't sure
if it would transfer to the
game," Salsburg added.
Transfer successful.
BG would increase its
lead by another run in the
sixth inning on a single
from Rachel Delp, but that
wouldn't be enough to keep
Kent State down.
The Golden Flashes battled
back scoring three runs on
four hits in the bottom of the
sixth inning, tying the score
at 4-4.
Anxious for their first victory, the BG offense came
out with a vengeance on their
last at bat on another two out
rally led by freshman Haleigh
Bielstein who belted a three
run shot over the center field
wall putting her team up 8-4.
But Kent State wasn't
quite done as they tagged on
another run before the game's
end, which would prove not
enough to overcome the sevSee SOFTBALL | Page 10
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Yankee third baseman Alex Rodriguez makes
nearly $7 million more than the Marlins
By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — Alex Rodriguez
makes more this year than his
hometown Florida Marlins.
Boosted by his new deal with
the New York Yankees, A-Rod
tops the major league baseball
salary list at $28 million, according to a study of contract terms
by The Associated Press. The 33
piayers on the Marlins' openingday roster and disabled list total
S21.8 million.
"The Marlins? It's amazing,"
Rodriguez said. "And they still
seem to find a way to be very
competitive. They have a great
pool of talent; they made some
unbelievable trades, so they
have great personnel people. To
win two championships in II
years, that's really admirable,
and I'm very proud of that organization, being from Miami.''
For the first time in baseball history, the average salary
topped the $3 million mark.
The 855 players on openingday rosters and the 1)1. averaged S3.15 million, up 7.1 percent from last year's starting
average of S2.94 million.
Florida's
highest
earner
doesn't even make the average.
Pitcher Kevin Gregg tops i laMarlins ai $2.5 million.
"My best friend came into
town, and he mentioned something about lohan Santana
making S15 million more than
our five starters combined,''
Marlins catcher Matt Treanor
said. "It's something to laugh
at, but at the same time, it is
what it is. Those guys put on tlauniform like us."
"When it comes time to start
the game, it doesn't matter how
much money the Yankees or
whoever make."
Treanor's friend was exaggerating a bit — Santana makes
S12 million more than Florida's
rotation. Still, the Marlins' payroll was less than half that of
the No. 29 team, Tampa Bay
($43.8 million).
They've won a championship
more recently than we have
as an organization. So there's
many different ways to skin a

"The Marlins? Its
amazing. And they
still seem to find
a way to be very
competitive."
.: .iseman
cat," said Yankees general manager Brian Cashman, whose
team lo-t to Florida in the 2003
World Series. "Alex earned that
contract in the negotiation.
Right now, the Marlins are in a
different place. But they've got
a stadium coming on board and
they're going In the right direc
t ion. and 1 think they've already
proven they know how to
build something."
The Yankees, not surprisingly, topped the payroll list
at $209.1 million, and A-Rod
was No. I in the majors for the
eighth straight year. New York
first baseman lason Giambi
was second at $23.4 million,
followed by Yankees shortstop Derek leter ($21.6 million)
and Boston left fielder Manny

Ramirez ($18.9 million).
Boosted by the acquisition of
Miguel Cabrera and Dontrelle
Willis, Detroit shot up to second
in the major leagues at S138.7
million. The Tigers' payroll at
the end of last season was 12th
at $98.5 million.
" I his isn't one of those teams,
T can't believe we didn't pick up
this player, or this guy.' We've

got no excuses," Tigers manager
lint l.eyland said. "It's all about
US, because the main man has
done everything and more that
you could ask."
The New York Mets were
third at $138.3 million, up from
$121 million at the end of 2007,
and the World Series champion
Boston Red Sox were fourth at
S133.4 million.
Bunched together alter that
were the Chicago White Sox
($121.2 million), Los Angeles
Angels (SI 19.2 million). (ihicago
Cubs ($118.6 million). Los
Angeles Dodgers (SI 18.5 million) and Seattle Mariners ($118

SOFTBALL
From Page 9
enth inning performance from
the Falcons, who came away
with the victory 8-5.
"They are a very talented
team ... it was nice to showthat we could compete,"
Salsburg said of the victory
over her former team.
In game two of the doubleheader, the Golden Flashes
struck first again in the bottom
ol the third on back to back
hits and again in the fourth
inning pacing B(i 2-0.
It wasn't until the sixth
inning that BG had an answer
as I layley Wienier drew a walk
and was knocked in on a double from Allison Yallas to give
BC their first run of the game.
I he Falcons got their final
run of the day on a single

from Missy Bowman, who
scored Vallas.
Reminiscent of the first
game, the score was even headed into the seventh inning, but
this time it was the Golden
Flashes who would come out
ahead scoring on an outfield
miscommunication, securing
the victory.
Despite dropping the second
game of the day, Salsburg see
only good things to come.
"We are 1-1 jin MAC play),
every day matters and we really have been building."
With the start of conference
play often a second season of
sorts for teams, Salsburg also
feels good about the position
her team is in.
"To be honest, I'd rather be
a team that's climbing," she
said in comparison to a team
who peeks at the beginning of
the season.

KATHY WIILENS
NOT CHEAP: fail

■■ ird baseman Ale< Rodriguez is slated to male $2fi

son The Florida M ■

- scheduled to make S218 million.

million).
Although
the
average
increased, the median salary
— the point at which an equal
amount of players fall above
and below — remained ai a
record $1 million for the third
straight opening day.
I here were a record 434 making SI million or more, breaking the record set in 2001 and
matched last year. And then'
was a big boost at the top with
85 players reaching SKI million

up Irnmiiiilasi year.
Payroll figures don'l include
cash transactions
clubs.

between

Figures included salaries
aial prorated shares of signing
bonuses and other guaranteed
income, and lor some players,
deferred money was discount
ed to present-day value,
I he average salary usually
declines during the season as
veterans gel released and are
replaced by voting players, I he
final 2007 average, ascalculated by the players' association,
was$232 million.

HIGHEST TEAM
SALARIES IN BASEBALL
1) NEW YORK YANKEES:
$209.1 million
2) DETROIT TIGERS

5) NEW YORK METS: S138 3
million
4) BOSTON RED SOX:

5) CHICAGO WHITE SOX:

■ Martinez is tended to alter injuring his hamstring during a play at second.

"He made a good

VICTOR

play at the plate and

From Page 9
Shoppach wasn't sure where

6) LOS ANGELES ANGELS:
$119.2 million

7) CHICAGO CUBS: $nst 6

8) LOS ANGELES DODGERS:
$1185"'

^SEATTLE MARINERS:;

29) TAMPA BAY RAYS: $418
million
SO) FLORIDA MARLINS: Uli

Come andivatck yourfetfow students%attte it out to
see who wuT6e TALOO&f-Cluimpions

rONY DEJ»K
MEDIC:

hegotCrede if at all.
"Who knows?" he said. "I was
up in the air. I may have gotten
him with the knot of my glove."
Shoppach
latet
opened
Cleveland's eighth
inning
with a single and scored when
t asey Blake delivered a threerun double.
"Shoppy's a heck ot a player."
Indians manager Eric Wedge
said. He's got a lough job. hut
prepares himself well. I hat's
why he was able to come in
and contribute like he did. He
made a good play at the plate
and got a big hit. We've got

confidence in Shoppy."
II Martinez ends up going

E
Management Inc.

got a big hit. We've
got confidence in
Shoppy."
Eric Wedge

iqer

on the 1)1, the Indians would
bring up either Yamid llaad
or \\ \ alt loregas from Triple-A
Buffalo to back up Shoppach,
who batted .261 in 59 games
last season, If Martinez is onh,
going to miss a few days, first
baseman Ryan Garko, a converted catcher, could be used
in an emergency.

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg. com

Wednesday, April 2

Student Housing

@ 9PM in the Falcon's Nest 12

EE
Want to be a

Wednesday, April 9n
@ 9PM in the Pub

meccabg.com
LOOKING FOR A ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
THAT'S SUITABLE FOR GRAD STUDENTS?

>Aoctel

YOU HAVE TO DO IS

KICK

405 BUTTONWOOD: Unit above garage
$395.00 plus utilities
244 S.CHURCH: Bottom floor duple
$460.00 plus utilities
439 '■' CHURCH: l Bedroom upper duplex
$335.00 plus utilities
123 "> MAIN ST: Deluxe above downtov,;
$560 plus utilities

KICK BUTTS

205 W. WASHINGTON: Upper duplex In '
S375.0O plus utilities

©AY-

Visit our only office

TODAY
10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Education Building Steps
tmJ***

Newtove Management Services

332 South Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

(419)352-5620
www newiovet&ntals com
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CHARLES DHARAPAK I AP PHOTO
NOT GIVING UP WITHOUT A FIGHT: Democratic presidential hopeful. Sea Hillary Rodham Clinton. D-NY. addresses the Pennsylvania AFL-CIO meeting in Philadelphia. Pa

Clinton hopes to be Phillys 'Rocky'
By Beth Foully
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Perhaps the
analogy was inevitable: Hillary
Rodham Clinton as Rocky
Balboa, the scrappy underdog
boxer from Philadelphia memorably depicted in the 1976Oscarwinning film. Even if Rocky did
lose his first big fight.
Addressing a meeting of the
Pennsylvania AFL-CIO yesterday, the former first lady and
New York senator said that she,
like Rocky, wasn't a quitter.
Recalling a famous scene on
the steps of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, Clinton said that
ending her presidential campaign now would be as if "Rocky
Balboa had gotten halfway up
those art museum steps and
said, 'Well, I guess that's about
far enough.'"
"Let me tell you something,
when it comes to finishing a
fight. Rocky and I have a lot in
common. 1 never quit. I never
give up. And neither do the
American people," Clinton said.
She promised the labor group
that as president, she would cre-

"But one thing you know about me is that
when I say I'll fight for you, I'll fight for you.
... I know what it's like to get knocked down.
But I've never stayed down, and I never will."
Rep. Hi'lary Clinton | Democratic presidential candidate

ate 3 million new jobs through
investments in public infrastructure like roads and bridges.
Clinton also told the audience that as first lady she had
forcefully battled NAFTA, the
North American Free Trade
Agreement, even as her husband
was aggressively pushing for its
passage through Congress. The
agreement is widely unpopular
with organized labor because it
helped clear the way for many
blue collar jobs to be moved to
Mexico and other countries with
cheaper labor costs.
"I did speak out and oppose
NAFTA." she said. "1 raised a big
yellow flag and said 'I don't think
this will work."
How strongly Clinton worked
against NAFTA while in the
White House remains a matter

of some dispute. Former aides
to Bill Clinton have said she was
skeptical about the agreement,
but in large measure because
she felt that it conflicted with her
effort to pass health care reform.
Speaking to reporters later,
Clinton insisted she had voiced
objections to the substance of the
proposal, not just its timing.
"1 was in many meetings starting in the '92 campaign — I
raised questions," she said. "I did
it in the White House again, in
meeting) with as many different
audiences in the White House in
the decision-making process that
I could speak to. But the president made a decision. As part of
an administration. I believe you
support the president, and I did."
Clinton also warned the
labor audience that Democrats

won't have an easy time against
Republican nominee-in-waiting
)ohn McCain in the general election, and implied that her rival
for the nomination. Sen. Barack
Obama of Illinois, may not be up
to the task.
"The Republicans aren't going
to give up without a fight.'' Clinton
said. "And no matter how beautiful your rhetoric, the Republicans
aren't going to turn off their
attack machine — it doesn't have
an off-switch."
"But one thing you know about
me is that when I say I'll fight for
you, I'll fight for you," she said.
"I know what it's like to stumble. I know what it means to get
knocked down. But I've never
stayed down, and I never will."
In recent days, Clinton has
made an issue of calls from
some leading Democrats for her
to abandon the race. Vermont
Sen. Patrick Leahy, a prominent
Obama backer, last week called
on her to step aside, arguing
that she was never going to win
enough delegates and suggesting
that she should bow out in "the
interests of a Democratic victory
in November."
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SUDOKU
To play:Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Waymo,eSudo,.uandwinp,ima,:

PRIZESUDOKU COM
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Allison Bratnick, PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
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ALL SMILES: Sen Obama greets people alter a town hall meeting in Wilkes-Barre. Pa

Obama criticizes McCain
By Devlin Barrett
The Associated Press

WILKES-BARRE. Pa. — Sen.
Barack Obama is talking
about the elephant in the
room — Republican rival lohn
McCain — and all but ignoring the Democrat who stands
between him and his party's
presidential nomination.
Even though Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton was campaigning miles down the Northeast
Extension in Philadelphia,
Obama criticized the likely
Republican nominee's policies on the U.S. troop presence
in Iraq, trade and tax cuts. In
his town-hall session yesterday,
and in other campaign appearances in recent days, Obama has
sought to frame the race as a general election matchup between
him and McCain.

Of course, there's the little matter of a Pennsylvania primary on
April 21, and Clinton's doubledigit lead in recent stale polls.
The extended presidential
nomination contest has resulted
in an odd political triangle, with
each candidate taking alternate
turns criticizing one or both of
their competitors.
"I le's on a biography tour right
now," Obama said of McCain.
"Most of us know his biography,
and it's worthy of our admiration.
My argument with John McCain
is not with his biography, it's with
his policies."
Obama argued that McCain
would merely be another four
years of President Bush on economic and military policies.
McCain has criticized Obama as
being inexperienced on national
security, and the Illinois senator
answered back.
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China fears Tibet to use
suicide attacks
By Christopher Bodeen

Dalai

The Assm 'died Press

Lama

I

BEIJING — china escalated
its rhetoric against support
■ers of the Dalai Luna yesterday, accusing the Nobel Peace
laureate's backers of planning
suicide attacks.
The Tibetan government
in-exile dismissed the allegation, saying it remained
dedicated to the nonviolent
struggle long promoted by
their Buddhist leader.
;
"Tibetan exiles are KM) percent committed to nonviolence.
There is no question ol suicide
attacks. But we Tear that < llinese
might masquerade as Tibetans
and plan such attacks to give
bad publicity to Tibetans,'' said
Samdhong Rinpoche, prime
minister of the government in
Exile in Dharmsala. India.
Public Security Ministry
spokesman Uu lleping said
searches of monasteries had
turned up 176 guns, 13,013 billjlets, !9,ooo sticks of dynamite,
.7,725 pounds of unspecified
explosives, (WO hand grenades.

Continues to
struggle against
Chinese oppression.

and 350 knives.
He provided no details or

evidence,
"To our knowledge, the next

plan of the Tibetan independence forces is to organize suicide squads to launch violent
attacks," U'u said at a rare news
conference yesterday
I le used the term "gan si dui,"
a rare term directly translated as
"dare-to-die corps." The official
English version Of his remarks
released bj the Public Security
Ministry translated the term as
"suicide squads."
Beijing has repeatedly lashed
out against the Dalai Lama and
his supporters since March 11
anti-government riots In Tibet,
labeling the spiritual leader a
"cat's paw of international antiChina forces" and denouncing
protesting monks as the "scum

of Buddhism."
The U.S. State Department
called the Dalai l-ama a "man of
peace" who wanted only to talk
with China about the situation
in Tibet.
" We continue to encourage the Chinese to engage in
dialogue with the Dalai Lama
and his representatives," State
Department spokesman Tom
(!asey said.
In recent days China has been
showing decades-old propaganda films on state television
portraying Tibetan society as
cruel and primitive before the
1950 invasion by communist
troops. China has ignored international calls for mediation and
refuses to discuss accusations of
discrimination, repression and
economic disenfranchisement.
The 72-year-old Peace Prize
winner has condemned the
violence in Tibet and urged
an independent international
investigation into the unrest
and its underlying causes. The
Dalai buna has repeatedly said
lie seeks autonomy for Tibet
under Chinese rule.

Amid protests, Olympic flame starts
its journey around the world in Beijing
By Tini Tran
The Associated Press

BETTING - The Olympic Dame
headed to Kazakhstan yesterday
to stan a monthlong global tour
expected to I"' a magnet for protests against China, even as the
communist leadership hoped to
bask in international praise.
The flame left on a chartered
plane after an elaborate kkkoff
ceremony held under tight security in host city Beijing. It will
make 21 stops before returning
to mainland China on May 4.
Activists in London, Paris and
San Francisco have pledged to
disrupt the relay to bring attention to causes ranging from
Tibetan independence to the

".„ to successfully host
the Olympics is the wish
shared by 13 billion

Chinese people."
The People's Daily |

crisis in Sudan's Darfur region.
Hut Kazakhstan and then
Turkey tomorrow could also
be flash points for members of
( tuna's Muslim lligbur minority living abroad.
The People's Daily, the official Communist Party newspaper, warned in an editorial yesterday that troubles lie ahead
In the four months before the

Aug. 8-24 games.
"With the opening of the
(lames approaching, the burden
on our shoulders is heavier and
tlie task tougher," it said. "We
must keep a clear head, improving our awareness of the potential dangers, and bravely facing all
the difficulties and challenges."
But the commentary said
China is prepared for the difficulties because "to successfully host
the Olympics is the wish shared
by 1.3 billion Chinese people."
Monday's ceremony to rekindle die Olympic torch went off
seamlessly in Beijing's closely
guarded Tiananmen Square —
with dancers in brightly colored
uniforms, flower-toting children
and confetti.

MWUHIDSAFODIEN

Zimbabwe's president and mam opposition leader are reportadly discussing Robert Mugabe relinquishing power. The goal is to avoid a possable uprising if the election results appear to be tampered with

Zimbabwe opposition leader
insists he won election
By Angus Shaw
The Associated Press

IIARARB,
Zimbabwe
—
Zimbabwe's main opposition
leader insisted yesterday that he
has won presidential elections
outright and denied that his
advisers were involved in talks to
allow President Robert Mugabe a
graceful exit.
Morgan Tsvangirai told his first
news conference since Saturday's
elections that he was waiting
for an official announcement of
election results before he would
enter any discussions.
"Our country is on a precipice,
on a cliff edge," he said.
A businessman close to the
ZimbabweniectoralCommission,
or ZEC, and a lawyer close to the
opposition said earlier that aides
of Mugabe and Tsvangirai were
discussing how Mugabe could
relinquish power.
The rivals' advisers were discussing a "transitional arrangement," the lawyer said. Both
sources spoke on condition of
anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issue.
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Morgan
Tsvangirai
Claims he won the
presidential election
in Zimbabwe.

"There are no discussions,"
Tsvangirai said. "Left wait for
ZEC to complete it's work, then
we can discuss the circumstances
that will affect the people."
Independent observers say
trends indicate Tsvangirai won
the most votes in the presidential
race, but not enough to avoid a
runoff — a prospect that could
lx' humiliating to the 84-year-old
president after 28 years in power.
No returns from the presulen
tial vote have been made public,
fueling fears of rigging. Mugabe
has been accused of stealing past
elections, though that was before
Zimbabwe's economy collapsed
and leading members of his own
party openly defied him.
Tsvangirai claimed to have won
more than the fit) percent simple
majority needed to avoid a runolT. I le urged the electoral com-

mission "to proceed with haste,
and I think 2 1 /2 days is not haste
at all."
The businessman said Mugabe
has been told he is far behind
Morgan Tsvangirai in preliminary
results of Saturday's presidential
elections and that there could
be an uprising if Mugabe were
declared the winner.
He said Zimbabwe's security
chiefs have told the Electoral
Commission to issue results portraying a close race, to prevent
celebrations that could ignite violence.
The commission has released
results for 142 of the 210 parliamentary seats — giving
Tsvangirai's Movement for
Democratic Change 72 seats.
Including five for a breakaway
faction, and 70 for Mugabe's

party
Martin Rupiya. a military analyst at South Africa's Institute
for Strategic Studies and a former lieutenant-colonel in the
Zimbabwe army, said he had
heard of the military's involve
nient in negotiations for Mugabe
to step down.

Suspects jailed in connection with
murder of British student
ROME (AP) — A court has
ordered an American suspect
and two other suspects in the
slaying of a British student to
remain jailed, a defense lawyer
said yesterday.
The Court of Cassation
rejected a defense request for
the release of University of
Washington student Amanda
Knox of Seattle; her Italian exboyfriend Raffaele Sollecito
and Ivory Coast national Rudy
Hermann Guede.
"All three requests have been
rejected," said Marco Brusco, a
lawyer for Sollecito.
The three are being held
in connection with the death
of Meredith Kercher, a 21year-old student from Leeds
University in England who was
enrolled for a year of study in

Semester Leases
\

AP PHOTO

FEEDING THE MASSES: Fruit is offered for sale to bus passengers on the main road between Bulawayo and Harare Advisers of

"All three
requests have
been rejected."
Marco Btusco | lawyer

Perugia, about 110 miles north
of Rome.
Kercher was found half-naked
in a pool of blood last Novembei
in the apartment she shared
with Knox. She tlied from a stab
wound to the neck.
Prosecutors have said she was
killed resisting sexual assault,
and they are investigating the
three suspects on suspicion of
murder and sexual violence.
Knox, 20, and Sollecito, 24,
have been jailed since Nov.

6. Guede, 21. was arrested in
Germany and later extradited to
Italy. He is believed to have fled
shortly after the slaying.
All three deny wrongdoing.
The Court of Cassation in
Rome did not examine evidence
but focused only on whether
proper procedures were followed during the investigation,
defense lawyers said.
The court s prosecutor called on
the judges to reject the defense's
appeal, lawyers said during a
break in the proceedings.
Judges in Perugia have already
rejected defense requests to
release the three.
The Perugia judges have ruled
that the three could be held for
up to a year while the case is
investigated. The suspects have
not been formally charged.

The BC News is now
accepting applications for

Summer a Fall
2008 Staffs
f* Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
• Videographers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
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• Graphic Designers
•Copy Editors
J
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 7.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
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KRISTEN BUNNER
Hometown: Maumee, OH
Major: History and Africana Studies
Class: Junior
Favorite Food: Mac-n-Cheese
Favorite Movie: Anchorman
Hobbies: Watching the Detroit Pistons
and Scrapbooking
Goals After Graduation: Join the
Peace Corp and move somewhere warmer
What I do for Fun: Juggle and sleep
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Each week a winner will be selected.
Each issue of The News has
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France plans
to increase
forces in
lanistan
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By Terence Hunt
The Associated Press
BUCHAREST,
Romania
— Unflinching from a fight,
Prosidcnt Bush said yesterday
he fully supports proposals to
put ex-Soviet states Ukraine and
Cieorgia on the road toward joining NATO despite French and
Gennan qualms it would upset
relations with Moscow.
Bush's declaration laid the
groundwork for an uncomfortable showdown when leaders
of the ^ti-member military alliance gather in Bucharest for a
summit today to Friday. Prance
refused to back down under
U.S. pressure.
Trance will not give its
green light to the entry of
Ukraine and Georgia." Prime
Minister Francois Hllon said.
"We are opposed to Georgia
and Ukraine's entT) because
we think that it is not the correct response to the balance of
power in Europe, and between
Europe and Russia."
Bush turned up the heat on
allies by making a high-profile
visit to Ukraine before traveling
to Romania.
Soviet-era flags were carried
in the streets of Kiev on the
e\i' "I Hush's arrival, the president noted. More than half of
Ukraine's population, most in
the Russian-speaking east and
south, is deeply suspicious of
the West and opposes membership, polls show.
Brushing aside doubts in
Ukraine, Bush said. "I-ook. this is
an interesting debate that's taking place and ... as every nation
has told me, Russia will not have
a veto over what happens in
Bucharest, and I take their word
for it. And that's the right policy
to have."
Ukraine and Georgia are seeking a precursor to membership
known as a membership action
plan that spells out what they
would have to do to join the
alliance. Such a plan could take
years to fulfill.
"I'm going to work as hard as
1 can to see to it that Ukraine
and Georgia are accepted into
MAR" Bush said. "1 think it's in
our interests as NATO members,
and I think it's in Ukrainian and
Georgian interests, as well."
To emphasize Bush's case,
the White House released
excerpts of a speech he will
deliver today just hours before
the summit opens.
Granting Ukraine and Georgia
an action plan "would send a
signal to their citizens that if
they continue on the path of
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HOLY VISIT: IIS President George
Bush and Ukrainian President Viktor
Yushchenko, right, lour St. Sophias
Cathedral in Kiev. Ukraine yesterday.
democracy and reform, they will
be welcomed into the institutions of Europe." according to
the speech. "And it would send
a signal throughout the region
that these two nations are. mid
will remain, sovereign and independent stales."
There were backstage negotiations to resolve an argument
among NATO partners about
Ukraine and Georgia; U.S. officials said they were uncertain
of the eventual outcome. White
House press secretary Dana
Perino said Bush was not looking for a compromise,
"We are working very hard to
talk with our allies ami make the
case." Perino said. "But it could
be a clarifying moment, and
that's not a bad thing, either."
Bush also urged NATO allies
to embrace a missile defense
plan for Europe that Russia has
hotly opposed. U.S. officials
have raised hopes that Bush and
Russian President Vladimir Putin
may reconcile the differences
when they meet this weekend.
Bush, in the speech, quotes
U.S. Intelligence officials as saying Iran is moving closer to testing an intercontinental ballistic
missile capable of reaching the
United States and all of Europe,
if it chooses,
"Today, we have no way to
defend Europe against this
emerging threat, so we must
deploy ballistic missile defenses
here that can," Bush said.
He said the system is not
aimed at Russia. "The Cold
War is over. Russia is not our
enemy. We are working toward
a new security relationship
with Russia whose foundation
does not rest on the prospect of
mutual annihilation."

President Nicolas Sarkozy has
said France would increase its
participation beyond its 2,201)
troops in the region, without
specifying how many or where
they would be deployed.
Fillon said Sarkozy hasn't
yet made a final decision on
the deployment.
The president laid out Rend]
conditions for a bigger role in a
lener last month to NATO counterparts, which sought their
commitment to a long-term
approach, a common political
strategy and stepped-up training
for the Afghan security forces,
Fillon said.
France wants to peg its greater military commitment to a
broader approach to rebuild
Afghanistan. In lune. Paris will
host a donors conference for
Afghanistan and meetings to
assess political progress there.
News reports in France and
Britain, where Sarkozy went
for a state visit last week, have
said his plan would add some
1,000
reinforcements
for
NATO in Afghanistan.
More than two-thirds of people questioned in a poll for SudOuest newspaper published
yesterday said they disapprove
of a bigger deployment, while
only 15 percent approved. Tlie
rest had no opinion. The phone
poll of 970 registered voters was
conducted Friday and Saturday
by the BVA agency.
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Latent spy
Portal
Nautically to the left
Spoken
Colorful Apple
"South Pacific" extras?
Slight of build
Wealthy
Word to the audience
Philosopher's doubts?
Tarzan Ron
Mama . I
Tried hard
Hydrox rival
Tnfling amount
Seething
Black Hawk War participants
Copenhagen native
Philanthropist's doubts?
Unfair preference
Corrida cries
Shoptalk
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Playwright Hart
Heraldic border
Secular
Tarzan Lincoln
Slimming garment
Friendship
Dash gauge
Reverberation
Slowly, in music
Turkish title
Skip over
Cincinnati team
Halt a fly?
Emphatic turndown
"Sayonara" Oscar
winner Miyoshi
"The Lion King" hero
Charactenstic
Indian prince
Platte River people
Desert springs
Bad hair pieces
Viper's weapon
Fort Knox bar
"Beau
Farm tower
Dreadful
Slightly wet

NCAA word
Book jacket info
" Fideles"
Shell product
Eminem's Dr.
Rat fink's doubts?
Barely sufficient
Actress Gershon
Leon Uris novel,"_ 1fi
Baseball manager Joe
Pizzeria need
State boldly
Computer command
Got up
Long skirt
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"Star Wars" villain
Repartee
Known by few
Literary category
Units of force
PC picture
Zip about
Composer Stravinsky
Digital recorder
Islamic scholar
God ol destruction
Holm oak
Delhi garb
Fr. holy woman
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Help Wanted

For Rent

Summer sitter needed in our Haskins
home 2 children: boy 4. girl 7
Mon -Fn 7am-4pm. Pay negotiable
(419)823-1404 for more info

3 bdrm. houses. 404 S College
5600 per month, plus utilities
Available Aug 419-352-4850

Campus Events
For Sale
BGSU Kenya 5K Run
Date 4/19/2008
Call 419-378-1357
email: dgekond@bgsu edu
lawreon@bgsu.edu

Comhole game boards - S65 00
Bag sets - S25.00
Call (419)409-6000
House Great/clean student housing
Close to campus. 3 bdrm.
Call Sandy Rowland Danberry Co
(419)308-2339

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

For Rent

400 Counselors/Instructors needed1
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com

S315 FREE GAS. WATER. CABLE
2 sub-leasers needed May - Aug
Clough S S Mercer (216)402-5896

Childcare for 11yr. old boy June 1stAug 22 Mon - Fn 9-5 S100 per wk
Reliable transp (419)981-2745

• 3 bdrm available in August
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August.
For more info call 419-354-9740

Early childhood educ student req
for light babysitting in Perrysburg.
Child 6 years Contact Faye 419297-3031

" 08-09 S Y Houses & Apts
729 4th St 4 bdrm C/A, W/D.
321 E Merry 4-5 bdrm , air
311 E Reed 3 bdrm also 1 &2 bdrms
see Cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
Full time sitter needed for one 12 yr
old girl, in my Perrysburg home beginning Aug. '08. Must be flexible.
Call for more info. (917)903-1754
Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn S20-S100 to test and play new
video games, www videogamepay.
com

RELIABLE. CARING BABYSITTER
needed ASAP for remainder of the
semester for our 5 yr old daughter in
our Perrysburg home Tues . Wed.
S Thurs... 3:30pm-5:30pm We also
seek help for afternoons/evenings
during Summer Session I. We are
looking for someone who will ACTIVELY engage in playing with and
teaching a sweet, shy girl S8/hour
Email vekstra@bgsu edu
Summer job: FT nanny in my Perrysburg home 5/5/08 thru 8/22/08, M-F.
8:30-5:00 3 kids. 6. 3 & 8 mo
Nanny exp. req'd. Prefer early or
special ed majors Reliable trans, req
email resume and references to:
tps6211 ©gmail.com

Background

1 bdrm apt in Univ Courts Fully
furn w/central air & cable meld May
thru Aug $1815.00. Contact Brittany
(216)280-3485. Serious inquires only
1 sublsr needed for 2 bdrm Copper
Beech May - Aug 2008 Great deal
applies, discount rate Call for details. 937-243-5563.
12 month leases starting May 2008
613 5th-3 BR House
$740 . util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$900 + util
1204 E Wooster St - 4 BR House
S1380tutil
453 S. Prospect A -2 to 3 BR Apt
$600 + util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bd duplex. Private parking, patio,
clean, quiet, close Avail 5/15/08
S560/mo + util (419)352-1104
2 bdrm.. new carpet, new windows
$415 , 1 person, $475. 2 people 818
7th St *5 (419)309-2001
3 bdrm newly renovated home, close
to campus Nice yard Avail 8/1/08-7/
31/09 $812 mo (419)308-2406

4 bdrm . 1 1/2 bath. May to May. A/
C. D/W. W/D. $1400 & dep & util
312 N Enterprise 419-836-7674 or
419-360-6060
4 bdrm . 1 bath. W/D. D/W. on
S. Summit Avail mid Aug
$830 mo plus util (419)866-9281
4-5 bdrm . 2 bath house on Clough
$1500 month plus utilities
(419)340-2500
416 E Wooster Lg 1 Bdrm
Avail Fall 2008. 5450/month
Util'slnc, 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster. Lg 1 bedroom
Avail Fall. 2008 $450 month
Utilities included (419)352-5882
Female sublsr needed immed at
Enclave II Private rm & bathrm, hot
tub. laundry & gym 440-220-0645
Filling up fast tor Fall 08
Copper Beech
419 353-3300
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M-F
www bgapartments com
Lg 2 bdrm furn townhouse spiral
stairs, vaulted ceilings, garage. A/C
dwash Avail 8/10/08 419-352-1104
Lg. house, very nice. 4 bdrm.. 2 bath
AC. WD. 2 blks from campus. 421 S
College Aug 08-Aug 09 Please
call (419)352-9392
Male summer subleaser needed
Enclave II $335/mo
(419)699-7730
Pet Friendly!
Free Heat! Free Wateri
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715
Summer female subleaser needed
ASAP GREAT LOCATION! $300
mo ♦ util. Call (440)668-6067
Summer subleaser wanted. 30 seo
walk to campus. Room furnished
$345 mo Free utilities 440-477-4056
The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 & 2 bedrooms
Available May - August
419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt.com

Ohio BCI & I and FBI fingerprinting completed through National Web Check
system at a reasonable cost. Call (419) 350-2890 lor an appointment.

f Checks

Mobile unit can come to you for large groups.

Needed?

a 1956

.

Hard working person wanted for part
lime yard work Spring & Summer
Call (419)352-7343

419-308-2458

SIC SIC, BG's mystery spirit club, was founded in:
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PARIS — France may contribute
"several hundred" more troops
to reinforce the fight against the
Taliban and their al-Qaida allies
in Afghanistan, the prime minister told parliament yesterday.
Francois Fillon, speakingat the
National Assembly amid domestic opposition to a bigger French
deployment, said NATO and
its allies must stop Afghanistan
from again becoming a hub of
international terrorism.
It was the first time a senior
French official publicly gave a
figure for France's plans to boost
its forces in Afghanistan.
Afghanistan plays a large
part "in our security, and thus
our freedom," Fillon said.
"The deployment could be of
the order of several hundred
extra soldiers."
Fillon did not say what the
new forces would be. But he said
that French forces in Afghanistan
could be called upon to get more
involved in command operations, training the Afghan army
and security and reconstruction
efforts in die provinces. I le did

into NATO
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Bush hopes to
invite new members
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ByJameyKHten
PREACHING TO THE CHOIR: US President George Bush and Ukrainian President
Viktor Yushchenko pose with a choir as they tour St. Sophia's Cathedral.
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Background Checks ol N w. Ohio LCC. 222 E Front Street Pemberville em.nl backgrounrJchecksolnwotno "yahoo com

709 5th Street ^
APARTMENTS

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

D 1946
c. 1956

Near Campus

d. 1966

Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
9t-6iq :»Msue

Check out The BG News Facebook page Friday.

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Clean
Many Sizes

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

Itora^

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

Answer all five questions for your chance

www.homecltylce.com

to win prizes and recognition!

Call Today to
Reserve Unit

Each issue has a question and answer for Friday s quiz

352-1520

1740 East Wooster Street

NO EXPER1ENCF NEEDED • Wll I TRAIN

Bowling Gteen. OH 43402
wwwuuckeyeinnandstudios.com

I

1-800-899-8070

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
5535/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowlinggreen-apts.com
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FIGHTER
From Page 1

PHOTO MOVIMD BY KWGOfTHECAMCOM
ARMBAR: Luke Zachrich laces off in a Mined Martial Arts bout Zachrich's professional record was 9-1 before he entered the television show
"The Ultimate Fighter." which is aired weekly on Wednesdays on Spike TV.

following UFC Fight Night Live
on Spike T.V.
While at the University,
Zachrich stayed active lifting weights and playing club
Lacrosse, but lived a typical college lifestyle.
"1 had a fun college life,"
Zachrich said. "I didn't hold
back at all and I had a good
time, but I put that behind me
now that I have gotten to where
I am today."
During his last six months at
the University, Zachrich began
boxing in Toledo to stay in shape.
After graduating from the recreation program in the summer of
2005, he made his transition into
MMA only three months later
and began training with friend
Dave Morris at Dan Severn's
gym in Coldwater, Michigan.
"The first time I met him and
trained with him 1 could tell he
was very athletic and strong,"
Morris said. "The more I got to
know him, the more I could tell
how dedicated he was."

"I had a fun college life. I didn't hold
back at all and I had a good time, but I
put that behind me now that I have
gotten to where I am today."
Luke Zachrich | University alumnus now on "The Ultimate Fighter"

Zachrich found quick success
in the sport scoring himself two
knockouts in his first two bouts.
"IDan Severnl saw that 1 had
some raw talent and that I could
do something in the sport,"
Zanchrich said. "At that point I
took his advice, quit my job and
started training full time."
During the summer of 2006
he moved to Us Vegas to train
with legendary Muay Tal trainer,
Master Toddy. When Zachrich
came back to Michigan he made
a big commitment to the camp,
by living in Severn's gym.
After another eight months of
training with Severn, Zachrich
decided it was time to move on.
"To make myself better I knew
I needed better competition
to train with on a daily basis,"
Zachrich said.

He then moved to Cincinnati
to train with Team Gurgel, and
would continue to do so until he
left for "The Ultimate l-'ighter."
Zachrich cannot disclose
any details about the results of
the show, but he has been back
training with Team Gurgel, and
he someday hopes to become a
world champion.
It does not surprise those close
to Zachrich that he found success so quickly in MMA.
"When he gets involved in a
sport hegoesaboveand beyond,"
Zachrich's dad Ion said. "He
works harder than anyone else
I know."
When Zachrich told his
brother. Colby, he was training
to become a fighter, his brother
was not surprised and knew
Zachrich would succeed.

STEPHEN HIR0

APPM0I0

SPOKESMAN: Britain's Prime Minister Brown speaks during his monthly press conference

British second guess plans
to withdraw troops
ByRob.rlH Reid
The Associated Press
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BAGHDAD — Britain froze plane
yesterday to withdraw about
1,500 soldiers this spring after
the faltering effort to drive Shiite
militias from Basra raised doubts
whether the Iraqis are capable of
maintaining security in oil i it h
southern Iraq.
The British decision was
announced in I-ondon one week
before the top U.S. commander
in Iraq appears before Congress
to offer his recommendation on
how fast America should draw

down Its own forces.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
said Monday in Copenhagen.
I lenmark thai last weeks violence
in Shiite anas had not changed
American plans to withdraw
more combat forces by July.
But second thoughtsabout Iraqi
security capabilities emerged
as Iraqt) government reported a
50 percent rise in the number of
people killed In March over the
previous month.
Much ol the increase wasa result
of the fighting between Iraqi government forces and Shiite militiamen in the southern city of Basra.

RECENTLY REMODELED

334 N. Main St.

Starting at $775/month plus utilities

419-352-0717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

• Stud fa apartments available!
semester, or year leases • Stove, (ridge, microwave

FREE SHIPPING

1.800.GOPHONE - ATT.COM/GOPHONE - VISIT A STORE

Low as S425 per month • Full cable W/HBO - KOAmnBi
Includes aU utilities • Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities • Fully turnijhed

*»o»lir.|i Gtnn 1027 N. Main St 14191352-6270

•Open Sunday
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